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CHAPTER ONE (1) 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction  

The role played by the police in any given society is vital thus the necessity of policing 

institutions.
1
 Primarily, the police are tasked with maintaining order and enforcing the law.

2
 The 

police also assist in preventing crime and apprehending law breakers amongst other roles.
3
 In 

this regard, the police are legally mandated to use force in achieving law enforcement aims.
4
 The 

necessity for use of force in policing arises from the fact that the police often encounter 

situations which necessitate the use of force.
5
  

Whereas the law empowers the police to use force, this power is often abused by the police 

resulting in excessive use of force against criminal suspects and innocent by standers.
6
 The 

excessive use of force by the police in this regard is arbitrary and often results in fatalities.
7
 

Accordingly, and in the pursuit of human rights protection, the power to use force by the police 

must be subjected to proper checks at all times.
8
 This entails taking appropriate measures such as 

formulating binding procedures on the use of force and the accountability mechanisms thereof.
9
  

The excessive use of force by the police in Kenya has resulted into many injuries and 

unwarranted deaths.
10

 In 2012, Kenya admitted to the United Nations (UN) that arbitrary killings 

                                                           
1
 John Vespucci, Education Level and Police Use of Force: The Impact of a College Degree (Springer 2020) 3 

2
 Seumas Miller, Shooting to Kill : The Ethics of Police and Military Use of Lethal Force (Oxford University Press 

2016) 7 
3
 Stuart Casey-Maslen & Sean Connolly, Police Use of Force Under International Law (Cambridge University 

Press 2017) 1 
4
 Ibid  

5
 Seumas (n 2) 7  

6
 Stuart (n 3) 2 

7
 Ibid  

8
 UNDOC, “Handbook on Police Accountability, Oversight and Integrity” Criminal Justice Handbook Series, 

United Nations Publication [2011] 5 Available at   

<https://www.unodc.org/pdf/criminal_justice/Handbook_on_police_Accountability_Oversight_and_Integrity.pdf> 

Accessed 10 April 2020 
9
 UNHRC, “Report of the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions, Christof Heyns” 

[2014] 5 Available at <https://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies/HRC/RegularSessions/Session26/Documents/A-HRC-

26-36_en.doc> accessed 11 July 2019. 
10

 Amnesty (Kenya), “Police Reform in Kenya: A Drop in the Ocean” [2013] 7 Available at < 

https://www.amnesty.nl/content/uploads/2016/11/kenya_afr_32_001_2013.pdf?x62907> Accessed 10 July 2019 

(Amnesty 2013) 

https://www.unodc.org/pdf/criminal_justice/Handbook_on_police_Accountability_Oversight_and_Integrity.pdf
https://www.amnesty.nl/content/uploads/2016/11/kenya_afr_32_001_2013.pdf?x62907
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occasioned by the police’ use of excessive force is indeed a big problem in the country.
11

 Even 

though Kenya committed to condemn the arbitrary killings, ensure investigation and punishment 

of police found guilty of using excessive force, little has been done to honor the said 

commitment.
12

 The UN Human Rights Commission (HRC) has raised concerns on several cases 

of excessive use of force by the police in Kenya.
13

 Amnesty
14

 has also raised similar concerns, 

adding that Kenyan police officers are infamous for using excessive force.
15

  

 

Apart from adverse implication on human rights, the use of excessive force has a negative effect 

on the policing institution as a whole as it jeopardizes the legitimacy of policing.
16

 Police 

legitimacy is vital as the police need public cooperation in order to execute their mandate 

effectively.
17

 Accordingly, eradication of excessive use of force leads to better policing and safe 

communities.
18

 This study will therefore explore ways of curbing the use of excessive force by 

the police in Kenya. Even though sometimes policing role is undertaken by other law 

enforcement officials such as military officers, this study is limited to the use of force by the 

regular police serving under the National Police Service. 

1.2 Background of the study 

Excessive use of force by the police has been experienced in Kenya since the colonial era and 

has continued to date.
19

 The use of excessive force has led to many deaths and serious injuries.
20

 

This assertion has been confirmed by a report done by the Truth, Justice and Reconciliation 

Commission (TJRC) on historical injustices in Kenya.
21

  

                                                           
11

 Ibid 8  
12

 Ibid  
13

 Ibid 18 
14

 Ibid  8  
15

 Ibid 27 
16

 John Vespucci (n 1) 3 
17

 Karen M. Hess, Introduction to Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice (Wadsworth Publishing, 9
th

 Edn, 

2008)118 
18

 UNDOC (n 8) 8 
19

 Kenya Human Rights Commission (KHRC), “Police Brutality in Kenya” [2017] Available at 

<https://www.khrc.or.ke/2015-03-04-10-37-01/blog/603-police-brutality-in-kenya.html> Accessed 19 July 2019 

(KHRC) 
20

 TJRC Kenya, “Report of the Truth, Justice and Reconciliation Commission” [2013] 28 Volume IV Available at < 

http://knchr.org/Portals/0/Reports/TJRC_Volume_4.pdf> Accessed 10 August 2019 (TJRC Report) 
21

 Ibid  

https://www.khrc.or.ke/2015-03-04-10-37-01/blog/603-police-brutality-in-kenya.html
http://knchr.org/Portals/0/Reports/TJRC_Volume_4.pdf
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1.2.1 Pre-2010 Constitution era 

Excessive use of force in Kenya can be traced back to1920s after formation of the initial police 

force which was commonly referred to as “a punitive citizen containment squad.”
22

 Police 

brutality was pronounced in the 1950s during Mau Mau war when there was an organized group 

of police tasked with brutalizing and killing Mau Mau associates.
23

 The Mau Mau war period 

was characterized by torture of civilians by the police.
24

 

In the 1980s, the police used excessive force to silence members of resistance movements, 

notably Mwakenya.
25

 The police who were accountable to none but the executive, tortured the 

victims at Nyayo house.
26

 This period was marked by political killings of government critics by 

the police.
27

  

During former President Moi’s 24 years regime, many Kenyans especially government critics, 

experienced police brutality which occasioned serious injuries and death.
28

 

Most of the arbitrary killings during pre-2010 Constitution era were against government critics.
29

 

For instance in 1975, J.M Kariuki
30

 was picked by the police before his maimed body was found 

later.
31

 In 1990, the police were accused of aiding the assassination of Robert Ouko; a former 

minister of foreign affairs.
32

 The use of excessive force by the police during Moi era was majorly 

to silence opposition leaders, followers and sympathizers.
33

  

The use of excessive force by the police continued during Kibaki era. In 2002 for instance, the 

police unlawfully killed 100 Kenyans as a result of excessive force.
34

 In 2003, at least 48 Kenyan 

                                                           
22

 CHRI & KHRC, “The Police, the People, the Politics: Police Accountability in Kenya” [2006] 4 Available at 

<https://www.humanrightsinitiative.org/publications/police/kenya_country_report_2006.pdf> Accessed 10 July 

2019 (CHRI & KHRC) 
23

 Ibid  
24

 Ibid  
25

 Ibid 6 
26

 Ibid 
27

 Ibid  
28

 John Mwangi & Kenneth Omeje, “The Challenges of State Policing in Kenya” [2012] 1 Vol 7, Issue 1 Peace and 

Conflict Review. Available at < http://www.review.upeace.org/pdf.cfm?articulo=129&ejemplar=24> Accessed 18 

February 2019 (Mwangi) 
29

 CHRI & KHRC (n 22)  
30

 An Assistant Minister at the time and a critic of government’s corrupt dealings. 
31

 CHRI & KHRC (n 22) 5 
32

 Ibid   
33

 Ibid 6 
34

 Ibid 21  

https://www.humanrightsinitiative.org/publications/police/kenya_country_report_2006.pdf
http://www.review.upeace.org/pdf.cfm?articulo=129&ejemplar=24
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died as a result of excessive use of force by the police.
35

 In 2004, the police arbitrarily executed 

27 people.
36

 In 2007/2008, there was widespread police brutality especially against protesters of 

the disputed elections.
37

 According to a research by Amnesty, the police used excessive force 

against protesters which resulted into deaths and serious injuries.
38

 

1.2.2 Post the 2010 Constitution 

The use of excessive force by the police has continued notwithstanding the promulgation of the 

new Constitution.
39

 The 2010 Constitution established a new legal and regulatory framework for 

policing in Kenya.
40

 However, the implementation of the new laws has been very slow.
41

 

According to Amnesty, this has been occasioned majorly by lack of training of the police on the 

new laws.
42

 Accordingly, the police are ignorant of provisions of the new policing laws.
43

 This 

position has also been averred by the Kenya Human Rights Commission (KHRC).
44

  

1.2.3 Sample statistics of arbitrary killings occasioned by use of excessive force 

There is no official database on the number of cases involving excessive use of force by the 

police but human rights Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) frequently document reported 

cases of police’ abusive use of force. According to Human Rights NGOs responsible for the 

documentation of police’ killings arising from excessive use of force, the killings increased from 

2013.
45

  According to a report by Mathare Social Justice Centre, 308 cases of arbitrary killings 

by the police were reported in 2013, 418 cases in 2014 and 77 cases reported in 2015.
46

 

Independent Medico-Legal Unit (IMLU) reveals that it documented 792 deaths occasioned by 

                                                           
35

 Ibid 
36

 Ibid  
37

 Amnesty 2013 (n 10) 7 
38

 Ibid  
39

 KHRC (n 19) 
40

 Amnesty 2013 (n 10) 13  
41

 Ibid  
42

 Ibid  
43

 Ibid  
44

 KHRC (n 19) 
45

 Human Rights Watch, ‘Nairobi Police Executing Suspects : Dozens Killed in Low-Income Areas’ [2019] available 

at <https://www.hrw.org/news/2019/07/02/kenya-nairobi-police-executing-suspects> accessed 26 September 2019 

(HRW 2019) 
46

 Mathare Social Justice Centre, “Who Is Next? A Participatory Action Research Report Against the Normalization 

of Extrajudicial Executions in Mathare” [2015] 10 Available at 

<https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B2NZry_SioNhWEFyQWNuVVBJV2M/view> Accessed 6 August 2019 (MSJC) 

https://www.hrw.org/news/2019/07/02/kenya-nairobi-police-executing-suspects
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B2NZry_SioNhWEFyQWNuVVBJV2M/view
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police brutality between January 2013 and March 2018.
47

 Kenya National Commission on 

Human Rights (KNCHR) reveals that 141 Kenyans were arbitrarily executed by the police in 

2015, 204 cases in 2016 and 80 cases by mid-2017.
48

 Human Rights Watch (HRW) states that 

from mid-2018 to mid-2019 in Dandora and Mathare alone, the police unlawfully killed 21 

young men.
49

  

The Police have however dismissed these statistics, stating that the same have been 

exaggerated
50

 though they have failed to avail an official database of the alleged police killings. 

According to the TJRC report, the common State’s response to allegations of arbitrary killings is 

to deny the killings and question the authenticity of the reports.
51

 

The long history of excessive use of force by the police in Kenya suggests that the vice has 

become the norm rather than isolated incidents. The impunity surrounding the abusive use of 

force by the police is worrying. In 2017, African Commission raised a concern about the 

excessive use of force by the police in Kenya.
52

 The Commission appealed to Kenya to address 

the increasing incidents of abusive use of force by the police and the impunity occasioned by 

lack of investigation of the police action.
53

This appeal shows that the excessive use of force in 

Kenya is a matter of concern beyond Kenyan borders thus needs appropriate action. 

1.3 Statement of the problem 

The excessive use of force by the police has become a culture in Kenya.
54

 In fact, the use of 

excessive force by the police most of the time happens in broad day light.
55

The normalization of 

excessive use of force by the police in Kenya is a great concern as Kenya’s governance is 

                                                           
47

 Independent Medico-Legal Unit (IMLU), “Statement by the Independent Medico-Legal Unit to the chairperson of 

the Working Group on death penalty and extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary killings in Africa” [2018] 2 Available 

at < http://www.imlu.org/index.php/shortcode/reports/typgraphy/send/3-reports/70-imlu-statement-to-the-

chairperson-of-the-working-group-on-death-penalty-and-extrajudicial-summary-or-arbitrary-killings-in-africa> 

Accessed 27 September 2019 
48

 Kenya National Commission on Human Rights & FIDH, “Kenya’s Scorecard on Security and Justice: Broken 

Promises and unfinished business” (July 2017) 17 available at <https://www.khrc.or.ke/mobile-publications/civil-

political-rights/166-kenya-s-scorecard-on-security-and-justice-broken-promises-and-unfinished-business/file.html> 

accessed 10 September 2018.  (KNCHR / FIDH )  
49

 HRW 2019 (n 45)  
50

 MSJC (n 46) 10   
51

 TJRC Report (n 20) 28  
52

 KNCHR / FIDH (n 48) 17  
53

 Ibid  
54

 KNCHR / FIDH (n 48) 17  
55

 Ibid  

http://www.imlu.org/index.php/shortcode/reports/typgraphy/send/3-reports/70-imlu-statement-to-the-chairperson-of-the-working-group-on-death-penalty-and-extrajudicial-summary-or-arbitrary-killings-in-africa
http://www.imlu.org/index.php/shortcode/reports/typgraphy/send/3-reports/70-imlu-statement-to-the-chairperson-of-the-working-group-on-death-penalty-and-extrajudicial-summary-or-arbitrary-killings-in-africa
https://www.khrc.or.ke/mobile-publications/civil-political-rights/166-kenya-s-scorecard-on-security-and-justice-broken-promises-and-unfinished-business/file.html
https://www.khrc.or.ke/mobile-publications/civil-political-rights/166-kenya-s-scorecard-on-security-and-justice-broken-promises-and-unfinished-business/file.html
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supposedly based on the rule of law. It is widely accepted that Kenya has a progressive set of 

laws especially on human rights protection. In deed Kenya’s Constitution
56

 and the National 

Police Service (NPS) Act
57

 contain regulations on policing especially as regards the use of force. 

Furthermore, Kenya has ratified regional
58

 treaties and is also subject to the international law
59

 

governing the use of force by the police. 

Despite the existing legal framework
60

 on the use of force, instances of excessive use of force by 

the police are reported on a regular basis.
61

 The new Constitution established new policing 

institutions as means of ensuring police accountability but the excessive use of force by the 

police has persisted.
62

 This study therefore seeks to explore viable mechanisms of curbing the 

use of excessive force by the police in Kenya.  

1.4 Objectives of the study 

This study’s main objective is to discover and suggest ways of curbing the use of excessive force 

by the police in Kenya. 

1.4.1 Specific objectives 

a. To find out the existing legal framework governing the use of force by the police in 

Kenya. 

b. To find out the international standards governing the use of force by police officers. 

c. To outline best practices for controlling the use of excessive force 

d. To suggest viable mechanisms that can be adopted by Kenya to reduce excessive use of 

force by the police. 

1.5 Hypothesis 

Kenya’s police oversight and accountability system as relates to the use of force is weak. 

                                                           
56

 Article 244  
57

 The Sixth Schedule, National Police Service Act 
58

 African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights (Banjul Charter) 
59

 International Law of Law Enforcement (LOLE) that is, International human rights law, International principles of 

law, the UN Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by the Law Enforcement Officials and the UN Code 

of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials  
60

 Constitution, National Police Service Act, Banjul Charter and the International law. 
61

 KNCHR / FIDH (n 48) 17  
62

 Amnesty 2013 (n 10) 20  
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1.6 Research question 

What are the viable ways of curbing the excessive use of force by the police in Kenya?  

1.6.1 Specific questions 

a. What is the legal framework on the use of force by the police in Kenya? 

b. What are the international standards on the use of force by the police? 

c. What are the best practices that can effectively curb the use of excessive force by the 

police in Kenya? 

e. What are the viable mechanisms that can be adopted by Kenya to reduce excessive use of 

force by the police? 

1.7 Research methodology 

This research will be entirely desk-based and thus will involve library and internet research. This 

approach is best suited for this study as it will majorly involve reviewing of published materials 

on the use of force by the police.  Accordingly, in conducting the literature search, the study will 

explore relevant academic books, academic journals, human rights agencies’ reports, policy 

papers, newspapers, court decisions and on-line data bases. 

This approach will enable application of theoretical knowledge acquired on existing data to 

answer the study’s research questions. This data should enable the study to identify the 

weaknesses in the existing police oversight and accountability structures on the use of force by 

the police in Kenya. Additionally, the data will enable the study to identify some of the best 

practices employed in effectively controlling the use of excessive force by the police. 

Consequently, the findings will enable the study to suggest viable ways of curbing the excessive 

use of force by the police in Kenya in line with the suggested best practices.  

1.8 Importance of the study 

The policing institution is undoubtedly an essential component of every society.
63

 The use of 

force comes with the territory of policing.
64

 The excessive use of force is however detrimental to 

not only the public but also the policing institution as well as it leads to questioning of police 

                                                           
63

 Karen (n 17) 116 
64

 John (n 1) 3 
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legitimacy.
65

 Effective policing which leads to safer communities, can only be achieved where 

there is police legitimacy.
66

  

The apparent impunity surrounding policing in Kenya jeopardizes police legitimacy. The 

excessive use of force by the police must be addressed urgently to build public confidence in the 

police. Further the use of excessive force has tainted the image of Kenya in the international 

community. There is need to adopt corrective action to demonstrate Kenya’s commitment in 

protecting human rights particularly the right to life and the right to liberty and security. In this 

regard, this study will explore ways of curbing excessive use of force by the police in Kenya. 

This study will therefore be beneficial to many entities including: Attorney general’s office, 

parliament, national police service, office of the director of public prosecutions, IPOA, academia 

community, human rights NGOs and the Public at large. 

1.9 Theoretical framework 

This research is centered on the legal positivism theory as the study strongly advocates for strict 

adherence to the laid down legal procedures governing policing particularly the use of force. 

However, the study will also make reference to natural law theory particularly the principle of 

self-preservation. This study appreciates that whereas instances of excessive use of force by the 

police are mostly unjustified, there are exceptional instances where a deliberate use of lethal 

force may be necessary to protect the lives of police and other people. Even in those exceptional 

instances, the use of lethal force must be done as per the laid down law.  

1.9.1 Legal positivism 

The major line of argument in this theory is that law is a set of social facts, distinct from 

questions of merits.
67

 This theory holds that all laws must be given recognition by the 

government.
68

 According to this theory, valid norms are only those that have been established by 

                                                           
65

 Ibid  
66

 Karen (n 17) 118  
67

 John Gardner, “Legal Positivism: 5 ½ Myths” Vol 46, Issue 1 American Journal of Jurisprudence [2001] 199 
68

 Jagdish Chandra Johari, Contemporary Political Theory: New Dimensions, Basic Concepts and Major Trends 

(Sterling Publishers 1987) 204 
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the sovereign in the constitution.
69

  In this regard, Gardner posits that validity of a norm is based 

on the source not its morality.
70

 

This theory insists that the law must be posited by a sovereign and specifically distinguished 

from morality, customary dictates and religion.
71

 John Austin, one of the leading proponents of 

positivism is insists that the law must be separated from its merits.
72

  

Hobbes argues that law as posited by the sovereign, protects man from living in the condition of 

nature.
73

 He contends that without a sovereign’s control, a man lives in a war-like environment.
74

 

Further, Hobbes submits that in a condition of war, man lives in perpetual fear of death and life 

is short.
75

To avoid this state of nature, Hobbes proposes that man transfers his natural right (the 

right to do as he wishes) to a common power for protection of life.
76

  

Proponents of this theory posit that in the absence of the law, man is guided by the rule of the 

jungle under which every man fights for himself.
77

 This could lead to anarchy. It is therefore 

necessary in this regard, for man to be guided by a common power/law as suggested by Hobbes 

for a sense of justice and order to prevail.  

Positivism strongly advocates for obedience to enacted laws even if the same are oppressive 

and/or immoral. This is a key in preventing a state of anarchy which is characterized by violence 

and a continual threat to the existence of a man. Positivism theory implies that criminal suspects 

are entitled to the laid down legal procedure of the criminal justice system which includes being 

tried based on the presumption of innocence. Fair trial rights are guaranteed by the written law 

and thus must be obeyed. In this regard, Miller opines that as at the point of using force against a 

suspect, the police should take into consideration the fact that the suspect’s guilt is yet to be 

established through the criminal justice system.
78

Accordingly, the police should respect suspects’ 
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right to be presumed innocent and to be subjected to fair trial for purposes of establishing their 

guilt.
79

 

1.9.2 Natural law theory 

The theory of natural law holds that law, which is universal and eternal, is based on reason 

consistent with nature.
80

 Michael Perry submits that law in this regard must be in accordance 

with the nature of man.
81

 This theory holds that law is based on a law which is at a higher level 

and pronounced by reason.
82

 According to this theory, the law, derives from God and He is the 

enforcer of the law.
83

Freeman postulates that laws are moral principles with universal application 

which are discovered by reason.
84

Natural law therefore is not necessarily revealed by a divine 

power as it is based on a man’s reasoning.
85

 

At the core of natural law is the concept of self-preservation.
86

 Even though natural law prohibits 

killing, a person may rightfully exercise the right to self defence when his/her life is in danger.
87

 

Merriam submits that a man is naturally inclined to protect his life and this is consistent with 

natural law which advocates for self-preservation.
88

 Self-preservation or self-defense is therefore 

an essential element of the theory of natural law but should be applied only when one’s life is 

threatened.
89

 

According to the police, the victims of police’ use of deadly force are often armed with lethal 

weapons especially a homemade gun and rounds of ammunition.
90

 Seumas argues that the police 

are morally obligated to use lethal force on the basis of human rights protection.
91

 Specifically, 

he notes that the police may use lethal force to protect themselves and other third parties whose 
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lives are in danger.
92

 Seumas opines that the police are entitled to the right to self-defence which 

he describes as a natural right.
93

 Additionally, he states that the police have a moral duty to 

protect the lives of other people.
94

 In this regard, when a police officer or any private citizen kills 

in self-defense, the act of killing in this sense is morally acceptable as all human beings are 

entitled to the right to life.
95

  

Aquinas argues that natural law compels man to protect good.
96

 Aquinas submits that the highest 

good is self-preservation thus self-defense is legally permitted under natural law theory.
97

 Even 

though it is both immoral and a sin to kill, Aquinas appreciates the importance of self-

preservation and justifies it as necessary when one has to protect his or her life.
98

 Therefore 

according to this theory of law, killing to protect life is a good moral action.
99

 

At the core of natural law’s self-defense is the intention for killing.
100

 Killing as a self-defense is 

only justified where the original the intention was not to kill but to preserve life.
101

 Further, 

necessity is also a key consideration in assessing the morality or otherwise of killing in self-

defense.
102

 According to natural law theory, where killing is occasioned by necessity, liability for 

the killing should not arise as man has to protect his life first.
103

 Aquinas’ view is that in natural 

law, killing while acting in self-defense is justifiable as one has limited choice in that regard.
104

 

Natural law’s self-defense killing has to be provoked by an instant life threatening 

circumstance.
105

 Even though the police often cite self-defense in cases of arbitrary killing of 

criminal suspects, reports by human rights organization as shown earlier indicate that the 

suspects are seldom armed and that weapons are placed on the victims’ bodies after the 
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killings.
106

 It is therefore inappropriate for the police to rely on the concept of self-defense to 

justify killing when there is no immediate threat to life.  

 1.10 Literature Review 

1.10.1 Policing and the use of force 

Karen
107

 describes policing as a set of activities conducted by law enforcement officials to guide 

or control the conduct or behavior of the public.
108

 Miller
109

 notes that the essential role played 

by the police cannot be gainsaid as society can only thrive where there is law and order.
110

 Apart 

from maintaining law and order, Stuart et al submit that the law enforcement officials are also 

tasked with controlling crime and arresting suspects amongst other roles.
111

 Karen posits that 

contrary to the common belief that the role of the police is majorly to fight crime, the police play 

many other major roles in the society.
112

 In this regard, Karen observes that the police play an 

important role in deterring crime and immoral acts which would otherwise lead to breakdown of 

the society.
113

 Karen submits that only law enforcement officials can ensure conformity with the 

expectations and regulations of a given society.
114

  

Stuart et al argue that the nature of law enforcement necessitates the use of force by the police.
115

 

Miller agrees that in deed the use of force by the police can be inevitable given the life 

threatening situations the police encounter in the day to day execution of their role.
116

In deed as 

observed by the UN, the police often encounter situations which necessitate the use of 

force.
117

Karen asserts that the use of force is an essential component of law enforcement.
118

 

Similarly, John underscores the necessity for use of force by the police in maintaining order in 
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the society.
119

 Geoffrey and Roger
120

 posit that the use of force by the police is not only 

necessary but also the “defining characteristic” of policing.
121

 While appreciating the need for 

use of force by the police, Stuart and Sean
122

 emphasize that the police must exercise utmost care 

and comply with the principles on the use of force especially the proportionality principle.
123

  

1.10.2 Reasonableness of force 

John
124

 describes the use of force as any act that could potentially or actually cause physical 

injury to a suspect.
125

 Whereas Miller admits that the use of force comes with the territory of 

being a police officer, he posits that often the police use unreasonable force.
126

John agrees with 

this assertion and adds that the unreasonable use of force erodes public confidence in the 

police.
127

 

John posits that police officers are granted wide discretion in making decisions on use of force 

thus it becomes problematic determining the reasonableness of force used in a given situation.
128

 

There is controversy on the notion of “reasonable force” that should be applied by the police.
129

 

Geoffrey and William
130

argue that the notion of reasonable force is vague and as such the police 

should not be expected to apply a vague concept.
131

 The writers’ main concern is that police are 

required to be reasonable in their application of force in the absence of a clarification of 

situations that go beyond reasonable force needed in the work of a police.
132

 Even though the 

writers acknowledge that police action must be reasonable, they opine that “reasonable force” 

should be well-defined.
133
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In an attempt to set standards on reasonability of force, John observes that police departments 

have adopted a use of force continuum which guides police officers on the amount of force 

suitable for a given situation.
134

This approach however as admitted by John, creates disharmony 

as different police departments develop different guidelines concerning same policing 

scenarios.
135

 John therefore advocates for a universal use of force continuum for adoption by all 

police departments to create a universal concept of what is reasonable force in a given 

situation.
136

 

In a typical use of force continuum, John notes that the first level of force is the use of lenient 

strategies such as “control holds and open hand strikes.”
137

 Geoffrey and Roger
138

 submit that the 

first level also consists of verbal threats and the use of handcuffs.
139

 Where the first level of force 

is ineffective, the second level of force can be used.
140

 The second level of force as argued by 

John consists of tough strategies such as chemical spray, kicks, punches, tasers and 

batons.
141

John submits that where the first and second levels of force are ineffective, the third 

level of force which is deadly may then be used.
142

 Despite the guidelines, John concludes that 

there is a still a challenge in definitively establishing reasonable force.
143

 

The USA Supreme Court in the landmark case of Graham V. Connor
144

 held that in deciding 

whether the use of force in a particular situation was reasonable or not, the Courts should be 

guided by the standard of “objective reasonableness.” In expounding this standard, the Court 

opined that it is anchored on “the perspective of a reasonable officer on the scene, rather than 

with the 20/20 vision of hindsight.”
145

 

Stuart and Sean agree with this standard and argue that the reasonableness of force may be based 

on the point of view of a reasonable police officer faced with similar situation.
146

 This standard 
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however as argued by John, has attracted a number of criticisms based on the fact that it grants 

wide discretion to the police in deciding the use and level of force thus open to 

abuse.
147

Additionally, John argues that the standard is vague, it cannot be measured thus it could 

lead to many different interpretations and conclusions.
148

 Accordingly, John concludes that there 

is no universal yardstick for measuring the reasonableness of force.
149

 Therefore John argues that 

whether the use of force in a situation is excess or otherwise depends on the situational 

analysis.
150

 This view is also shared by Geoffrey and Roger
151

who argue that the measure of 

force depends on the peculiarities of a given incident.
152

  

Cynthia Lee
153

 suggests that the law should provide that lethal force should be used only on 

necessity basis and only in a proportionate manner.
154

 In her proposed model statute to find out 

whether the police belief and action meets the reasonable man test, she states that the court 

should focus on assessment on whether the force used was necessary and whether it was used 

proportionately.
155

 

1.10.3 The use of force culture in Kenya 

Amnesty International
156

 observes that Kenyan police officers are notorious in abusive use of 

force.
157

 KNCHR & FIDH
158

 submit that Kenya police have been accused on countless 

occasions, of using excessive force during law enforcement operations.
159

 A study by 

HRW
160

reveals that killings of suspected criminals have become a norm rather than an exception 
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in Kenya.
161

 Indeed, Amnesty International
162

 argues that in Kenya, abusive use of force is 

witnessed regularly.
163

  

KNCHR & FIDH
164

argue that one of the challenges that the police officers have to deal with in 

Kenya is the high rate of crime especially in the informal settlements.
165

 In fact, CHRI & 

KHRC
166

 state that Nairobi has been mentioned as one of the leading cities in the world in terms 

of crime rate.
167

 HRW
168

 argues that as a way of dealing with the high rate of crime, the police 

often take the law into their own hands and use excessive force in a bid to maintain order.
169

 

According to the TJRC
170

 report, it is common for the police to execute criminal suspects 

without due process of the law.
171

 HRW
172

submits that the police justify use of lethal force on 

criminal suspects on the basis that the suspects are armed all the time and that application of 

force has enabled successful reduction of crime levels.
173

 According to KHRC,
174

the executions 

are mostly done in broad day light to warn potential law breakers of the fate awaiting them.
175

 

According to KNCHR & FIDH,
176

 the police often respond to protests in Kenya through 

excessive use of force.
177

 John and Kenneth
178

 concur and state that the victims are normally 

unarmed.
179

 KHRC
180

 argues that while policing assemblies, the police are often armed with 
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lethal weapons and often inflict fatal injuries to the protestors.
181

 This assertion has also been 

made by Amnesty International.
182

 

Amnesty International
183

 states that police brutality towards protesters was especially 

pronounced during violence that started in December 2007 where it is alleged that the police 

occasioned 43% percent of the recorded 1,300 deaths.
184

 In this regard, John and Kenneth
185

 

concur and state that police brutality toward protestors occasioned 405 deaths.
186

 

ICJ
187

notes that despite the constitutional guarantee of freedom of assembly, the police often 

unleash unnecessary force on unarmed protestors.
188

 Amnesty
189

 notes that the disturbing part is 

that victims of police’ use of excessive force during protests are mostly unarmed.
190

  

Karen posits that while policing assemblies, the police should always keep in mind that their 

main duty in the circumstance is to maintain order and offer protection to the people.
191

 

Additionally, Karen submits that the police should uphold the protestors’ right to peaceful 

assembly.
192

  

1.10.4 Accountability for use of force 

CHRI/KHRC argue that the police’ use force often violates human rights and as such there 

should be accountability for use of force by the police in Kenya.
193

 Accountability for arbitrary 

killings occasioned by abusive use of force in Kenya is however rare in practice as submitted by 

Amnesty International.
194

 Amnesty
195

 argues that instead of bringing to book the culprits, there 
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have been denials by lack of investigation by government.
196

 John and Kenneth concur and state 

that absence of accountability for abusive use of force in Kenya encourages impunity.
197

 In this 

regard, Gerald and Kennedy
198

 argue that the police are not held accountable for arbitrary 

killings because they serve the interest of the executive.
199

 Indeed Amnesty
200

notes that lack of 

accountability by the police is encouraged by government’s inaction as relates to prosecution of 

the perpetrators.
201

 

CHRI and KHRC
202

 insist that accountability by the police is key as it controls policing activities 

in line with human rights protection.
203

 Accordingly, in addition to regulatory framework on 

policing, the police must be subjected to appropriate accountability measures.
204

 

ICRC
205

appreciates that in order for a society to be maintained, policing is vital however 

policing even in hostile conditions must be based on respect for the legal mechanisms controlling 

use of force.
206

  

Despite the police accountability mechanisms created by the 2010 Constitution, Anneke Osse
207

 

observes that there has been very little impact on police action.
208

 Osse attributes the minimal 

impact of police reforms on mainly executive’s thirst to ensure police loyalty so as to silence 

opponents.
209

 As such, Osse submits that the executive rarely supports reforms that promote 

effective and independent policing.
210
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Thomas Probert et al note that Kenya is not short of legal and institutional framework on police 

action.
211

 It is submitted that the challenges in accountability for police action arise because of 

“practical gaps” that enable the police to get away with gross violations of human rights.
212

In this 

regard, Thomas Probert et al argue that despite the constitutional provisions on human rights and 

the international standards on the use of force, the implementation of the legal framework 

remains a huge challenge.
213

 

The reviewed literature concur that abusive use of force during law enforcement in Kenya 

continues to be a major concern. However, the literature is limited to mere documentation of 

cases involving excessive use of force by the police. The literature merely recommend action to 

be taken against the officers and submit that there should be accountability for the abusive use of 

force by the police. The existing literature on the subject does not provide viable comprehensive 

ways of controlling the use of excessive force in Kenya. This research will therefore seek to seal 

this gap.  

1.11 Chapter breakdown 

Chapter One: Introduction  

This chapter contains the introduction of the study, the background, statement of the problem, 

objectives of the research, hypothesis, research questions, methodology, importance of the study,  

theoretical framework, literature review and chapter breakdown. 

 

Chapter Two: Legal Framework for the Use of Force in Kenya 

This chapter will provide the regulatory framework on use of force by the police in Kenya. 

Specifically, the Chapter will outline constitutional and statutory legal provisions on the use of 

force. This chapter will also entail a discussion on international standards on the use of force in 

law enforcement and the regional legal framework. 
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Chapter Three: Best Practices for Effective Control of Police Use of Excessive Force 

This chapter will provide techniques that have been proven to effectively deal with the issue of 

excessive use of force by the police. These measures include community policing, use of force 

continuum, effective recruitment and police welfare programs, regular training of police and 

effective accountability system. 

 

Chapter Four: Towards Eradicating the Use of Excessive Force  

This chapter will contain a discussion on the specific ways of controlling excessive use of force 

in Kenya. The suggested mechanisms include changing the police culture, improving police 

welfare, improving police-public relationship and strengthening the regulatory framework and 

accountability structures on the use of force by the police.  

 

Chapter Five: Summary, Conclusion & Recommendations 

This chapter will contain the summary of the study, conclusion and recommendations on the 

strategies that can be adopted by Kenya to effectively curb the use of excessive force by the 

police.  
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CHAPTER TWO (2) 

LEGAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE USE OF FORCE IN KENYA 

 

2.1 Introduction  

It is universally acknowledged that every so often the police are forced to resort to the use of 

force because of the hostile situations they are confronted with in the day to day execution of 

their role.
214

 

The use of force by the police in Kenya is primarily regulated by the National Police Service Act 

and supplemented by the National Police Service Standing Orders. The Constitution provides 

principles that should guide policing generally.
215

 Additionally, the Constitution provides that all 

the treaties and conventions that Kenya has ratified form part of the laws of Kenya.
216

 Further, 

the Constitution recognizes general rules of international law as part of Kenyan laws.
217

  

 

This chapter outlines the national, regional and international legal framework governing the use 

of force by the police in Kenya. The chapter starts by exploring the international legal 

framework, primarily the international customary law. At the regional level, this chapter will 

mention provisions of the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights as interpreted by the 

African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights. Finally, the chapter will outline the 

national legal framework starting by constitutional provisions and followed by statutory 

provisions on the use of force by the police. 
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2.2 International Legal Framework 

In strict sense, police activities are primarily governed by national laws. However, policing is 

also regulated by various aspects of the international law especially the standards on the use of 

force.
218

  

This was however not the case prior to world war two as policing was purely a state’s internal 

affair.
219

 Consequently, the Second World War led to the emergence of an international body of 

regulations governing the conduct of law enforcement officials.
220

 This body of international 

regulations for the police is commonly known as “the international law of law enforcement 

(LOLE).”
221

 LOLE primarily consists of international human rights law, general principles of 

law and the customary international law.
222

  

 

The international human rights law in this regard outlines the basic international legal framework 

for law enforcement. 
223

 This includes basic human rights such as the right to life and the right to 

liberty and security of a person.
224

 The general principles of law include use of force principles 

that is necessity, proportionality, legality, precaution and non-discrimination.
225

The customary 

international law in this context include the UN Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials 

(Code of Conduct) and the UN Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law 

Enforcement Officials (BPUFF).
226

  

 

The customary international law regulating police’ use force such as the Code of Conduct and 

the BPUFF are not treaties.
227

 This notwithstanding, their provisions are universally accepted as 

part of international law with a binding effect.
228

 In this regard, the UN has called upon all its 
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member states to establish appropriate regulations for the use of force by the police in line with 

the international standards on the use of force (LOLE).
229

 

 

Additionally, the international courts on human rights such as the European Court of Human 

Rights and the Inter-American Court of Human Rights have upheld provisions of Basic 

Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by law enforcement officials as binding 

international law.
230

 These Courts have declared that indeed the BPUFF and the Code of 

Conduct are “authoritative statements of international rules governing use of force in law 

enforcement.”
231

 Accordingly, Stuart and Sean argue that international law of law enforcement 

(LOLE) should be upheld by all state agents carrying out law enforcement role.
232

 In this regard, 

this study’s position is that LOLE is binding on Kenya and further pursuant to Article 2(5) of the 

Constitution. 

 

2.2.1 International guidelines on the use of force by the police  

The police are mandated to maintain law and order among other roles.
233

 In carrying out their 

mandate, the police are allowed to use force.
234

 Such use of force in law enforcement should 

however be consistent with the principles of necessity, proportionality, and precaution.
235

 In this 

regard, States are obligated to ensure application of these principles during policing 

operations.
236

 The international guidelines on the use of force by the police are outlined below: 
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2.2.1.1 Preventing the use of excessive force  

LOLE obligate States to take the following measures to control abusive use of force and firearms 

by the police:   

  

2.2.1.1.1 Establishment of rules 

States are obligated to implement strict rules governing police’ use of force and firearms.
237

 

Additionally, the authorities are required to keep the regulations under regular review.
238

 

Moreover, as relates the use of firearms, policing authorities are required to establish regulations 

that: outline situations where firearms maybe used, provide the use of firearms in a minimum 

extent, outlaw use of firearms in a unwarranted manner, control the operations of firearms for 

accountability purposes, provide for identity of officers using firearms and reporting system on 

use of firearms.
239

 

2.2.1.1.2 Procurement of appropriate equipment  

States are required to establish a variety of means and provide law enforcement officers with a 

broad range of weapons.
240

 In this regard, States are required to ensure that the police are 

equipped with equipment that enhances self-defence for instance bullet proof apparel and 

vehicles.
241

 This will ensure police operations are conducted in a manner that avoid the use of 

lethal force and leads to minimum injury risk.
242

  

Additionally, States are required to secure weapons which are not lethal to be used where 

appropriate.
243

 The non-lethal weapons will reduce the need to use lethal means which often lead 

to death or serious injuries. Although the impact of less-lethal weapons is not as severe as lethal 

weapons, they should also be used only in a proportionate way where necessary and with a lot if 

caution as they can cause substantial harm to the suspects.
244

 Further, less-lethal weapons should 

only be used where less harmful methods are ineffective.
245
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2.2.1.1.3 Recruitment, training and counselling of the police  

The State should ensure that during recruitment of potential officers, the applicants are screened 

appropriately before being admitted as officials.
246

 Additionally, the potential officers should 

have physical and mental abilities needed for law enforcement activities.
247

 Apart from initial 

training, the admitted officers should undergo continuous training on human rights standards of 

policing.
248

 Further, the performance of the officers should be reviewed periodically.
249

  

The government has an obligation to train law enforcement officers on regulations on the use of 

force.
250

 In this regard, the State should train law enforcement officers on the use of non-violent 

means.
251

  Further, firearms should be used by only officers who have undergone special training 

on use of firearms.
252

 Additionally, the State should facilitate training of the police on human 

rights aspects of policing.
253

  

As the law enforcement officers are exposed to a lot of violent situations, the State should ensure 

law enforcement officers are counselled on stress management.
254

   

2.2.1.1.4 Non-violent means 

Law enforcement officers are required to first exhaust non-violent means before using violent 

means.
255

 The officials are encouraged to avoid using firearms unless they are the only effective 

means available.
256

 The major non-violent means are: “persuasion, negotiation, and 

mediation.”
257
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2.2.1.2 Conditions and procedure on the use of force  

The use of lethal force is generally prohibited as the police have the option of utilising less-lethal 

means.
258

 However, the police may apply lethal force where there is a legitimate cause and in 

any event only in a proportionate manner.
259

 Further use of force beyond what is necessary is 

prohibited.
260

 Accordingly, law enforcement officials should use only minimum force whenever 

circumstances necessitate use of force.
261

  

The force applied should be consistent with the resistance applied.
262

 In Suarez Guerrero v. 

Colombia
263

 HRC held that police had shot dead suspected criminals yet they had the option of 

effecting arrest of the said criminals. The Committee held the State liable for failing to protect 

the suspects’ lives.
264

  

Additionally, the police are required to use force in a manner that results into minimum injury 

and damage especially to third parties.
265

 Accordingly, mechanisms that limit injury should be 

established in advance.
266

Accordingly, the police should strategize on preventive techniques.
267

 

Therefore, the Court should establish whether measures were adopted to limit injury.
268

  

After the using force, law enforcement officers are obligated to ensure the injured persons are 

given medical attention as soon as possible.
269

 Moreover, the officers should inform the family 

and friends of the victims about the incident.
270

  

LOLE requires the police to avoid using firearms save in extreme situations.
271

 For instance, 

while pursuing suspects who appear armed, the police should endeavour to arrest instead of 
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killing them.
272

 Firearms are to be used only in: defence against grave danger, prevention of an 

offence which is life-threatening and arrest of a person posing threat to life.
273

 

The police are allowed to use firearms in situations where the use of less-lethal measures has not 

been effective.
274

 Additionally, the use of firearms in the above circumstances should be 

exercised only where there is need to protect life.
275

 In Nachova v Bulgaria,
276

 the Court opined 

that the police should not shoot a suspect who is escaping arrest and does not threaten life.
277

 

Moreover, the police are required to not only make their identity known but also warn potential 

victim of the intention to use firearms.
278

 After warning, the police are required to allow 

adequate time for surrender unless allowing time would lead to grave consequences.
279

In Suarez 

de Guerrero v. Colombia,
280

 HRC found that police were guilty of violating the right to life of 

the suspects as no warning was given of the intention to use firearms.
281

  

LOLE allows use of firearms only where an attacker poses grave danger to the lives of the police 

or third parties.
282

  Accordingly, in whichever circumstance, the life of an attacker need only be 

taken away when it is absolutely necessary to protect the life of another person.
283

 In this regard, 

Stuart and Sean submit that the only test that should be considered while assessing the 

lawfulness of an officer’s use of force should be imminence.
284
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2.2.1.3 Policing assemblies  

In policing assemblies, the police should essentially uphold human rights by ensuring security.
285

 

The police are required to avert violent behaviour through the use of less-lethal means.
286

 The 

police are required to respect and protect the right to peaceful assembly and execute their 

policing role with full regard to international standards on policing assemblies.
287

 In this regard, 

police should use force only to the minimal extent where necessary.
288

 Accordingly, the police 

should utilize less lethal weapons to limit injury and damage.
289

  

Firearms may only be used where the meetings exhibit violent tendencies and less-lethal means 

are either unavailable or ineffective.
290

 In any event, the use of firearms should minimized and 

used only for protection of life.
291

 The police are prohibited from firing into the crowd 

indiscriminately using firearms.
292

 

Public assemblies should be governed according to the established national and international 

legal framework.
293

 In this regard, the police must ensure that use of force is necessary, 

proportionate and done with precaution.
294

 Further, in case there are conditions to be complied 

with, the same should have a legal basis and should not be unduly restrictive.
295

  

The police are required to use communication, negotiation and de-escalation methods in 

controlling crowds.
296

 The State has a duty to train the police on appropriate communication with 

assembly organizers and appropriate equipment necessary for managing assemblies.
297

 

Additionally, the State should ensure the police are trained on how to handle protest situations; 
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particularly training on appropriate alternative of controlling crowds so as to limit the use of 

force.
298

  

2.2.1.4 Accountability for use of force 

The power to use force by the police should only be exercised in pursuit of a legitimate 

objective.
299

 Therefore the use of force outside legal precincts is unlawful and the offending 

officials should be held liable.
300

 The police should be accountable to the whole 

community.
301

Additionally, the police should be accountable to all established accountability 

agencies.
302

  

The police are obligated to report whenever their use of force and firearms result into injuries 

and deaths.
303

 In this regard, the State is obligated to establish an operational reporting 

system.
304

The State is required to act on the reports and ensure the same are forwarded to the 

relevant authorities for review.
305

 LOLE obligates policing authorities to ensure there are 

investigations where necessary.
306

 The investigations should be “competent, thorough, prompt, 

and impartial”
307

 and conducted in a lawful manner and with due cause.
308

  

LOLE requires that there must be justification whenever the police use force.
309

 Consequently, 

the police should demonstrate that the force used was necessitated by the victim’s action or 

omission and that force was applied proportionately.
310
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The State has an obligation to establish mechanisms to ensure discipline of law enforcement 

officers.
311

 Additionally, the State is obligated to establish and publicize procedures/provisions 

for handling complaints by the public against law enforcement officials.
312

 Further, the State 

should ensure victims of abusive use of force and the kin are made aware of redress 

mechanisms.
313

 

Furthermore, the State has a duty to penalize all abusive use of force.
314

 Where an investigation 

report reveals perpetrators, the State should ensure that the said perpetrators are subjected to 

legal proceedings and sentenced accordingly.
315

  

Police superiors must be held liable if their acts of omission or commissions resulted into 

abusive use of force by officers under their control.
316

Additionally, the State should ensure it 

gives immunity to junior officers who disobey unlawful orders by their superiors.
317

 

Consequently, junior officers who obey unlawful orders on use of force must be held liable 

accordingly.
318

  

2.3 Regional Legal Framework  

Kenya is a member state to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights (Banjul Charter). 

The Banjul Charter imposes similar obligations as LOLE to its members.  

2.3.1 Guidelines on the use of force 

Kenya is obligated under the Banjul Charter to adopt measures that protect life and prohibit the 

use of excessive force by law enforcement officials.
319

 In this regard, Kenya has an obligation to 

procure protective equipment for the police to reduce excessive use of force.
320

 Additionally, the 
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police should be trained appropriately on the use of force.
321

 Further, police activities should be 

planned carefully and monitored appropriately in a bid to avoid the use of excessive force.
322

 

 

As a preventive step, Kenya is obligated to establish a comprehensive legal framework on the 

use of force by the police.
323

This legal framework should be in line with the international 

standards on the use of force.
324

Additionally, the framework should be consistent with the 

international principles on the use of force that it legality, necessity and proportionality.
325

 

 

The Charter allows reasonable use of force where there exists imminent danger.
326

However, the 

use of deadly force is strictly prohibited except where it is necessary to guard life.
327

The use of 

lethal force must however be proportionate in the circumstance.
328

Additionally, the officer (s) in 

question must first utilise non-lethal means before using lethal force.
329

 

 

2.3.2 Guidelines on policing assemblies  

The Banjul Charter guarantees the right to assembly.
330

The Charter prohibits unreasonable 

restrictions on the right to assembly and provides that the necessary restrictions must be 

anchored in the law.
331

 

The police should be mindful of their main role while policing assemblies that is ensuring safety 

of the participants and the public at large.
332

 The police are required to uphold and protect human 

rights of both participants and uninvolved persons.
333

To help achieve this guideline, states should 

incorporate the same in the legal and regulatory instruments relating to public order.
334
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The police should be accountable to the relevant entities for their action and those who violate 

public policing guidelines be subjected to punishment accordingly.
335

In this regard, States should 

criminalize the use of excessive force.
336

 To safeguard fair trial of the police, the criminal justice 

system and the internal disciplinary mechanisms should be fair in substance and procedure.
337

 

Force should ordinarily be avoided and used only in limited circumstances.
338

Accordingly, the 

police should utilize alternative means which do not involve force unless the same are 

ineffective.
339

The police are also called upon to distinguish assemblies that are peaceful from 

those that are violent.
340

 Single violent acts should however not lead to declaration of the whole 

assembly as violent.
341

  

Additionally, in situations where lethal force is necessitated by conduct of the aggressor, the use 

of lethal force must be done in a way that leads to minimum injury.
342

Further, the use of force 

must respect human rights of all persons and the victims must receive immediate medical care 

and their family notified accordingly.
343

 

The use of deadly force is strictly prohibited unless it is necessitated by the need to protect 

life.
344

The force used must be proportionate and necessary in the circumstance.
345

The 

circumstances necessitating the use of force should be based on facts and not baseless fear of 

injury.
346
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2.3.3 Accountability for use of force 

The member states to Banjul Charter are obligated establish legal and regulatory framework and 

implement the Charter provisions and the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights 

(ACHPR) guidelines on the use of force by the police.
347

 

The ACHPR acknowledges the need for police accountability and oversight measures and 

therefore calls upon member states to adopt and implement various forms of measures that 

provide independent civilian oversight to police action.
348

An essential component of these 

oversight measures should be the civilian component.
349

 

2.4 National Legal Framework 

The national legal framework for the use of force by the police includes Constitutional 

provisions and the provisions of Statutes. 

2.4.1 Constitutional provisions 

The Constitution of Kenya provides that national security measures must be anchored on the law 

and uphold human rights.
350

 In this regard, the Constitution stipulates that the police should be 

trained on human rights and that National Police Service’ operations must respect human 

rights.
351

 Additionally, the Constitution stipulates that policing should be governed by integrity, 

professionalism, transparency, discipline, competence, accountability and respect for human 

rights and freedoms.
352

Given the nature of policing in Kenya, the Constitutional principles above 

are fundamental in ensuring promotion of human rights standards during law enforcement.
353
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The Constitution prohibits arbitrary deprivation of life.
354

 Courts have accordingly emphasized 

the fundamental nature of the right to life and urged its effective protection.
355

The Constitution 

stipulates that the right to life can only be limited by written laws including the Constitution.
356

 

The Constitution obligates the State to protect and promote the right to life.
357

 Any death 

occasioned by use of excessive force by the police is an arbitrary limitation of life.
358

 

Deprivation of life within the law must be necessary and proportionate.
359

  

 

The Constitution also guarantees the right to peaceful assembly.
360

Additionally, the Constitution 

guarantees the right to human dignity
361

 and the right to freedom and security of a person.
362

The 

Constitution imposes an obligation on all the State agents including the police to promote and 

protect these rights.
363

 

 

2.4.2 Statutory provisions 

The main statute governing the use of force by the police is the National Police Service (NPS) 

Act as supplemented by the National Police Service Standing Orders (NPSSOs) even though 

other Statutes notably the Criminal Procedure Code (CPC) also have some few provisions on the 

use of force by the police.
364

 In making arrest for instance, the CPC permits the police to make 

physical contact with the suspect’s body where necessary.
365

 Further, the CPC allows the police 

to use reasonable force to make an arrest if the culprit resists arrest.
366

 However, the CPC 

prohibits the use of unreasonable force.
367
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The Independent Policing Oversight Authority (IPOA) Act does not have provisions relating to 

the use of force but it establishes the Independent Policing Oversight Authority (IPOA) which is 

tasked with providing overall police accountability by undertaking investigations of complaints 

made against police officers.
368

 IPOA is discussed in chapter four of this study as a key 

institution that needs to be strengthened.  

 

2.4.2.1 National Police Service Act and National Police Service Standing Orders 

The National Police Service (NPS) Act mandates law enforcement officials to use force and 

firearms in accordance with provisions of the Sixth Schedule.
369

 Further, the NPS Act is 

supplemented by the National Police Service Standing Orders (NPSSOs).  

2.4.2.1.1 Use of force 

NPS Act’s Sixth Schedule and the NPSSOs provide the following conditions on use of force: 

i. Necessity principle 

The NPSOs provide that lawful force maybe used in: protection of life and property, prevention 

of a suspect from custody and in quelling unlawful assembly engaged in commission of 

crimes.
370

The NPSOs caution against using force in arresting a person suspected of committing a 

petty offence and states that doing so would be unlawful.
371

 

ii. Non-violent means 

The NPS Act’s Sixth Schedule and the NPSOs require the police to utilize non-violent means 

and only use force where non-violent means are not effective.
372

 The Courts have also 

emphasized the need to exhaust non-violent means in the first instance.
373
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iii. Proportionality  

The Sixth Schedule of the NPS Act emphasizes proportional use of force by the police in 

accordance with the law enforcement aim and the gravity of the crime.
374

In this regard, 

continued use of excessive force after the attacker ceases to pose danger will be considered 

excessive and unlawful.
375

 In I.P. Veronica Gitahi & another v Republic
376

 the Court further 

emphasized that the police must comply with the proportionality test in circumstances 

necessitating the use of force.
377

 

iv. Reporting requirement 

The NPS Act requires that a report be made to IPOA by the police superiors where police’ use of 

force leads to fatal injuries.
378

 The NPSSOs obligate the officer involved to make a report to 

his/her superior giving details of what happened.
379

 Consequently, the superior is required to 

assess the justification given and give directions thereof.
380

 Further, the NPSOs obligate the 

officer-in-charge to report use of force that results into fatal injuries to another different 

superior.
381

 In addition to reporting to the superior, the incident must also be reported to IPOA 

for purposes of investigations.
382

  

2.4.2.1.2 Use of firearms 

NPS Act’s Sixth Schedule and the NPSSOs provide the following conditions as relates the use of 

firearms by the police officers.  

i. Necessity 
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The Sixth Schedule of the NPS Act stipulates that the use of firearms should be for purposes of 

protecting life and property and preventing escape of criminal suspects from custody.
383

  

This provision on use of firearms by the NPS Act is overly permissive and inconsistent with 

LOLE.  LOLE require that firearms be used only for protecting human life; there are no 

provisions on use of firearms to protect property. Further, the use of firearms to prevent escape 

of a criminal from lawful custody is prohibited by LOLE unless there is an imminent threat to 

life.
384

  

The NPSSOs provisions are however consistent with international standards as they limit 

circumstances where firearms may be used. They specify that firearms may be used only for 

saving life from life threatening situation.
385

 The NPSSOs stipulate that the police may use 

firearms only where there are no less extreme measures.
386

 In this regard, the Courts have 

emphasized that firearms should only be used as a last resort.
387

 

Kenyan Courts opine that questions of liability of police officers arising from use of firearms 

fully depend on the circumstances of a given case.
388

 In Muwonge vs. Attorney General of 

Uganda, 
389

 the police shot a suspected rioter after running to his house. The Court in allowing 

compensation for the killing, held that the act of the policeman was unlawful and unjustified in 

the circumstance.
390

 Accordingly, there is no standard rule in assessing reasonableness of force 

used as the assessment will be made based on the peculiar circumstances of a case. The Court 

may for instance consider the number of gun shots, the proximity of shooting, whether the 

deceased was armed or otherwise, what prompted the shooting among other factors.
391
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ii. Identification and warning requirements 

The NPSSOs obligate police officers who intend to use firearms to identify themselves.
392

 The 

NPSSOs stipulate that the identity mark should be placed in a conspicuous part.
393

 During shoot 

outs by the police however, this provision is often violated.
394

 For instance, anti-riot police who 

were responsible for managing anti- Independent Electoral and Boundaries Commission (IEBC) 

protests in 2016 had no identification tag or number.
395

 Lack of police identification makes it 

difficult for witnesses of unlawful killings by the police to single out culpable members of the 

police service thus resulting to unaccountability for excessive use of force.
396

  

The NPSSOs also obligate police officers to caution the potential victim, allowing adequate time 

for compliance with the caution.
397

 However, there are circumstances where warning may not be 

appropriate, that is: where giving a warning may pose life threatening danger to an officer or any 

other person and where it would be unreasonable to give the warning.
398

  

iii. Legal investigation requirement 

The NPSSOs permit police officers to use firearms if they cannot, using available measures, 

carry out their law enforcement role.
399

 The NPSSOs however require that every use of firearms; 

whether it results to death or otherwise, should be investigated under the law.
400

 This includes 

even situations where the use of firearm was justified.
401

 The NPSSOs stipulate that the firing 

police officer must justify his or her use of firearms. 
402

  

iv. Precaution  

The NPSSOs require police officers to generally avoid use of firearms especially on children.
403

 

Further, the NPSSOs caution against the use of firearms where there is a likelihood of injuring an 
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innocent person.
404

 In practice though, deaths from stray bullets occasioned by the police are 

common occurrences in Kenya.
405

 This is a violation of the principle of precaution.  

2.5  Conclusion  

The use of force by the police is not only entrenched in legal instruments but also anchored on 

the morally justified principle of self-defense.
406

 This chapter has outlined the international, 

regional and national legal framework on the use of force by the police. The international 

framework (LOLE)’s key provision is that the use of force especially lethal force should be 

limited to protection of one’s life or the life of other people, not in protection of property.
407

 This 

chapter has argued that at the regional level, the Banjul Charter has similar provisions as LOLE 

and also emphasizes the need to limit the use of force especially firearms unless strictly 

necessary to protect life.
408

 This chapter has also outlined the national legal framework on the 

use of force by the police. This chapter has accordingly highlighted the Constitutional policing 

values.
409

 This chapter has also explored the statutory provisions on use of force. The focus of 

this section was the NPS Act and the NPSSOs whose main provisions are the principles on the 

use of force that is legality, necessity and precaution.
410

  

The police are required to comply with the national, regional and international standards on the 

use of force during law enforcement.
411

 Any limitation of human rights during policing must be 

anchored on the law.
412

 To a large extent, the Kenya national legal framework is consistent with 

the international and regional legal framework except the provisions on the use of lethal force 

which allow the use of force for purposes of protecting property and preventing escape of a 

suspected criminal. These provisions should be amended accordingly to reflect the provisions of 

LOLE. 
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CHAPTER THREE (3) 

BEST PRACTICES FOR EFFECTIVE CONTROL OF POLICE USE OF EXCESSIVE 

FORCE 

3.1 Introduction         

The use of excessive force by the police can be traced to several underlying issues including 

character trait, selection procedures, training and the general welfare of the police officers.
413

 In 

sum, the policing institution as a whole heavily influences the manner in which an officer uses 

force.
414

 Accordingly, addressing the issue of excessive use of force involves a paradigm shift in 

how policing is done both by individual officers and the policing institution as a whole.
415

  

This chapter discusses best practices that have been proved to be effective in controlling the use 

of excessive force by the police if successfully implemented. Firstly, the chapter introduces the 

concept of community policing and the feasibilities thereof. Secondly, the chapter discusses 

recruitment and improvement of police welfare as mechanisms for reducing the use of excessive 

force. Thirdly, the chapter builds a case for the adoption of a use of force continuum by the 

policing authorities. Fourthly, the chapter discusses training as a means of reducing excessive 

force. Lastly the chapter builds a case for the establishment of internal and external 

accountability techniques.   

3.2 Community policing  

Since time immemorial, communities around the world have always devised mechanisms of 

protecting themselves from danger with or without the formal policing systems.
416

 The concept 

of community policing evolved from this ancient practice with the main aim thereof being the 

maintenance of peace and order within the community.
417

 Community policing is essentially a  
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management strategy that involves partnership between the police and members of a given 

community to help fight crime in order to keep the community safe.
418

  

There is no universally accepted definition of the term community policing but it has some 

widely acknowledged common components.
419

The major components of community policing 

are: partnership between the public and the police, departmental restructuring that allows for 

implementation of community policing and problem solving techniques that address 

community’s problems.
420

  

3.2.1 Police – public partnership  

Community policing is anchored on harmony and involves the members of a community 

working together to eliminate crime from their community.
421

 Cooperation between members of 

the community and the police is the cornerstone of community policing.
422

The public-police 

partnership entails gathering information by the police as volunteered by the members of the 

community.
423

 The police must thus be actively involved with community projects that bring 

them closer to the people.
424

  

Partnership entails the police teaming up with different community groups and individuals to 

realize community policing goals.
425

 Partnership can be realized by the police through having a 

good relationship with the community members, engaging the community in finding ways of 

curbing crime and mobilizing resources with the aim of addressing community problems.
426

 

Identifying underlying community problems can be achieved through direct questioning of 

members of the community, police participation in community workshops and through public 
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surveys.
427

 Solving the identified problems strengthen the relationship between the public and 

the community leading to safer communities.
428

The public responds by keeping away from crime 

and aiding police’ efforts in combating crime.
429

 The public can also respond by participating in 

projects that aim to improve security within the community.
430

  

Operationalization in this regard entails vetting of volunteers and training of the selected 

members of a community.
431

 The police officers involved with community policing should have 

good interpersonal skills to enable them interact with diverse members of the community.
432

 

3.2.2 Institutional restructuring  

In order to realize police-public partnership, the policing system has to be restructured in a way 

that ensures implementation of specific measures that improve community policing.
433

 

Successful implementation of community policing must involve structural changes in the 

policing and local community administration systems.
434

 In this regard, the police and 

community leaders involved in community policing must be trained on how to effectively 

implement community policing.
435

 The officers involved must be equipped with good 

communication and mediation skills.
436

 These skills will go a long way in gaining public 

confidence and identifying and solving community problems.
437

 Additionally, the community 

members must be enlightened on the importance of community policing and how they can 

cooperate with the police to successfully implement the program.
438

  

The practical ways of restructuring in this regard include firstly organizing policing physical 

locations into small administrative units and assigning police officers over those areas.
439

 

Secondly, there has to be improved visibility of police and accessibility of the services offered to 
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the public.
440

 Thirdly, the police have to focus on majorly offering service to the community.
441

 

In this regard, the police have to actively engage members of the community and relevant 

government authorities in identifying and solving community problems.
442

  

The policing authorities should facilitate community policing by ensuring that there are clear 

communication channels between the police and the public.
443

 Additionally, the police should 

put more effort in decreasing the tension in the police-community relationship.
444

 The quality of 

the services offered by the police should also be looked into to ensure the police are meeting the 

needs of the community.
445

 Further, the police should endeavor to be accountable to the 

community in the execution of their role to improve confidence in the police.
446

  

3.2.3 Problem solving  

Community policing has been suggested by key stakeholders in the security field as a way of 

preventing crime by dealing with underlying issues in the community.
447

 This shift in focus from 

crime prevention to addressing underlying issues is what makes community policing different 

from the formal policing.
448

 This shift in police focus is informed by the assertion that crime 

cannot be controlled by enforcing the law only.
449

 This does not however mean that the police 

should do away with traditional crime prevention aim of policing.
450

 

The problem solving aspect of community policing compels the police to address not just 

instances of violation of the law but also the underlying problems that lead to crime.
451

 Crime 

reveals underlying socioeconomic problems in the community and therefore these problems have 

to be tackled first in order to effectively control crime.
452

 Accordingly, the police have to find out 

the needs of a given community and address the needs as a part of improving the community’s 
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quality of life.
453

 This can be achieved where policing get incorporated into the community 

through improved visibility of the police and their ability to identify and respond to the needs of 

the community.
454

   

As a way of helping to solve community problems, the police should conduct periodic surveys 

that aim to identify the problems facing the community and the ways the residents think the 

problems can be better solved.
455

 Analyzing the problems helps in paving way for their 

solution.
456

 Additionally, the police should encourage the community members to be the “eyes 

and ears of the police” as relates to crime reporting for improved safety.
457

 Further, the police 

should maintain periodic evaluation of their performance with suggestions of how their 

limitations can be addressed in order to improve policing.
458

 The policing authorities should 

come up with other suitable strategies for problem identification and analysis for their specific 

communities.
459

 

3.3 Police Recruitment and Welfare 

The manner and extent of use of force by an officer can be influenced by among other issues, 

recruitment process and the general welfare of the police.
460

  

3.3.1 Recruitment  

During recruitment, most policing authorities focus on physical fitness to the exclusion of 

appropriate character traits.
461

 This is a fundamental omission as character trait of a potential 

police officer should be a paramount consideration given the powers granted to the officers upon 

admission.
462

 An officer’s individual character trait may have a huge impact on how he or she 

uses force against a civilian or a fellow officer.
463

 An officer’s personality for instance 
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authoritarianism may contribute to use of excessive force.
464

 Officers who have violent traits 

may treat suspects in a violent manner prompting the use of force by the police.
465

  

Thorough screening of potential police officers and regular assessments of serving police officers 

is key in establishing their character which is essential in the execution of their role.
466

 Proper 

screening of potential police officers may help in identifying violent behavior prior to 

selection.
467

  

Additionally, only officers with high integrity should be selected to serve communities.
468

 This is 

vital as policing require accountability to various stakeholders for every policing action.
469

 

Integrity levels can predict future behavior of the selected officers.
470

 In this regard, the selection 

of officers should exclude officers who have averse criminal records especially as relates to 

violence.
471

 Similarly, officers who have a record for violation of human rights should also be 

excluded.
472

These are preventive steps which could result in the reduction of use of excessive 

force cases by the police.
473

 

3.3.2 Welfare 

3.3.2.1 Psychological support  

Policing generally involves a lot of stressful encounters and as such, it is paramount that the 

police have regular debriefing sessions to help in managing stress emanating from execution of 

their role.
474

 Good management of stress may significantly reduce the cases involving use of 
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excessive force by the police.
475

 The police officers should also be counselled before and after 

undertaking major confrontational incidents.
476

 

3.3.2.2 Work and living conditions 

Policing authorities should respect and uphold the basic human rights of their officers to enable 

the officers to do the same for the people they serve.
477

 The police officers should be treated with 

dignity, have good remuneration to sustain their families, live and work in humane conditions 

and be entitled to pension.
478

 The police’ right to a fair trial should also be upheld especially in 

cases involving misconduct and the use of excessive force.
479

 

The policing authorities should as frequent as possible find out the working and living conditions 

of the police officers and assure them of their care and support.
480

 There should be a deliberate 

step in taking care of the officers’ health and family contingencies as these issues affect the 

wellbeing of the officers and can lead to poor judgment in the execution of their work especially 

the use of firearms.
481

 Police officers should feel valued and appreciated for their vital work in 

our communities.
482

 The policing authorities should endeavor to create a conducive working and 

living environment for the police officers. This may include offering of services such as free 

medical check-up, physical exercise, therapy sessions for areas of struggle, counselling sessions, 

house mortgage and other financial aid programs.
483

 

3.3.2.3 Protective apparel and equipment  

Given the life threatening conditions the police face every day in the execution of their role, the 

policing authorities should ensure they supply the officers with defensive gears such as helmets, 

armored shields, bullet-proof clothing among other defensive apparel.
484

 Additionally, the police 

should be supplied with a first aid tool box, reflector vests, communication gadgets and armored 
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motor vehicles.
485

 The police are entitled to be adequately equipped before proceeding to 

dangerous operations as they need to protect their right to life.
486

 The provision of the protective 

gears certainly reduces the need to use force by the police when having civilian encounters.
487

 

3.4 Use of force continuum 

A continuum on the use of force is a set of guidelines developed by police institutions that 

provide a variety of choices available to the police when the need to use force arises.
488

 The use 

of force continuum appreciates the understanding that different confrontations with civilians may 

call for varying levels of force.
489

 Apart from the national and international regulations on the 

use of force by the law enforcement officials, police departments opt to develop guidelines / 

policies governing the use of force by the police officers.
490

 The continuum on use of force must 

be subjected to periodic reviews to update the contents in line with emerging best practices and a 

reflection of the prevailing legal framework on use of force. 
491

 Typical force options widely 

used by police departments include: 

3.4.1 Police presence  

Studies on the control of use of excessive force by the police reveal that the presence of police 

officers at a scene is a perfect deterrence tool against crime commission.
492

 The presence of 

police therefore goes a long way in diffusing potential confrontational situations involving the 

police and civilians.
493

 Accordingly, police departments should endeavor to employ police 

presence at all places within their jurisdictions as a general routine exercise and not only as a 

response to a specific crime committed.
494
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3.4.2 Voice authority  

The police are encouraged to use their voices in appropriate situations to arrest a potential use of 

force situation.
495

 The police should use their voice to persuade compliance to avoid using 

force.
496

This alternative is effective in situations where the suspects or potential suspects are 

willing to comply with the commands of the police.
497

 Voice projection by the police has been 

proven to be an effective remedy in attracting compliance by civilians in many would be 

potential confrontational situations.
498

 Accordingly, compliance significantly reduces the need 

for the police to use force.
499

   

3.4.3 Police body control 

This alternative calls for use of police bodily control to subdue suspected criminals instead of 

using weapons.
500

 The bodily controls include “control holds and open hand strikes.”
501

 The 

police may involve the use of kicks and may also punch the suspects if the level of resistance 

increases.
502

 These techniques when skillfully applied, drastically reduces the need to use force 

by the police.
503

  

3.4.4 Less-lethal means 

Where the use of force is unavoidable, the police should employ less-lethal means to arrest a 

potential confrontational situation.
504

 The varieties of less-lethal means available to the police 

include: batons, rubber bullets, chemical spray, tear gas, water cannon, tasers and other 

electronic and energy devices that can be used to safely restrain suspects.
505

 The use of dogs and 

horses is also considered less-lethal.
506

The less-lethal means also have the potential to cause 

grave bodily harm thus the police officers must be trained properly before they are allowed to 
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use them.
507

 The less-lethal means not only minimize the use of firearms but also lead to 

minimum injuries.
508

 

3.4.5 Lethal means  

In line with international guidelines on use of lethal force, the continuum on use of force should 

provide that lethal force can only be used as a last resort where the lives of officers or other 

persons are in grave danger.
509

 The use of firearms may be employed where the other means 

have become ineffective and the risk of death of either the officers or third parties persists.
510

 

All in all, what determines what alternative an officer pursues in the continuum is the suspect’s 

degree of resistance.
511

 The officers should ensure that regardless of the alternative they apply, 

their actions must meet the proportionality test otherwise the use of force will be deemed 

unreasonable.
512

 Proper implementation of the use of force continuum leads to effective control 

of the use of excessive force by the police.
513

 

3.5 Training  

Training has been proven to be an effective remedy in addressing excessive use of force by the 

police.
514

 Well trained officers have little to no complaints against them on violation of legal 

structures on the use of force as they rarely use force against civilians.
515

Good training enables 

the police officers to assess a use of force situation in a proper manner leading to well-informed 

strategies employed in approaching force situations.
516

 Police training should be conducted both 

at the induction stage and throughout the service at regular intervals.
517

 The in-service training 

should especially target police superiors who are best placed to shape police culture.
518
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3.5.1 Areas of focus 

Modern police training should shift focus from primarily how to use firearms to how to employ 

less-confrontational policing strategies such as persuasion as means of reducing the need to use 

force.
519

 The training in this regard should focus on alternative techniques that do not involve the 

use of force in dealing with civilians.
520

  

The training should also focus on human rights principles and good ethics which tend to guide 

moral judgment of the police during conflict situations.
521

 The police must also be trained on the 

use of force policy and all the national, regional and international laws governing the use of 

force.
522

 Additionally, as a preventive means, the officers should be trained on how to make good 

judgment on force equipment.
523

 As far as possible, training on firearms use should simulate real 

confrontational situations.
524

 The police should also be trained on the first aid tool box and how 

to administer first aid to injured officers, suspects and third parties.
525

 Apart from training on the 

legal limits on the use of force and human rights standards, the police should be trained on how 

to interact with the public in respectful ways which lead to reduced conflict.
526

 

3.5.2 De-escalation  

De-escalation training has been hailed as one of the most effective remedies in controlling the 

use of excessive force by the police.
527

 This training focuses on strategies meant to take control 

of a potential force situation so as to reduce the threat and the need to use force.
528

 De-escalation 

training entails the use of force alternatives such as persuasion, police’ presence and warning.
529
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Essentially, de-escalation training is meant to educate the police on how to limit or entirely avoid 

putting themselves in positions which call for mandatory use of lethal force.
530

 

This training further focuses on how the police can maintain a safe distance from suspects 

thereby reducing physical contact.
531

 Additionally, de-escalation training focuses on how the 

police can slow down their emotions in a high stress situation so as to avoid reacting in the heat 

of the moment which often leads to use of unreasonable force.
532

 In dealing with stressful 

situations, the police are trained to first calm down, think of creative ways to approach the 

suspect peacefully and strategize with other officers on how to handle the situation at hand.
533

  

3.5.3 Sanctity of life 

At the core of the police training should be the concept of sanctity of life.
534

 The sanctity of life 

should be emphasized as it may be impactful in limiting the use of lethal force to only 

unavoidable situations.
535

The police authorities should come up with policies that emphasize the 

right to life and direct officers to uphold the same.
536

 Additionally, the policies should provide 

that under no circumstance should the right to life be limited unless as a last resort in order to 

protect the officer’s life or the life of a third party. Further, the policy should direct that police 

officers whose use of force becomes fatal should make a report justifying the said use of force.
537

 

The respect for sanctity of life has been proven to drastically reduce cases of excessive use of 

force.
538

 The heads of policing institutions have to emphasize respect for sanctity of life and 

ensure compliance through monitoring of relevant administrative measures.
539

 There is a high 

probability of compliance when the police leaders emphasize sanctity of life.
540

 The leaders’ 

emphasis in this regard will shape police attitude when the need to use force arises.
541
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3.5.4 Policing assemblies  

Police’ handling of mass demonstrations is a huge concern all over the world.
542

 Police officers 

should be trained on how to respond tactfully to protesters instead of reacting in a volatile 

manner that may trigger unwarranted confrontations with civilians.
543

 To this aim, the police 

should be trained on how to employ peaceful tactics and avoid the use of equipment especially 

lethal equipment in quelling unruly assemblies.
544

 In particular, training the police on de-

escalation of confrontational situations may go a long way in preventing the use of force in 

managing assemblies.
545

 The police should utilize known de-escalation strategies in dispersing 

crowds such as “disengagement, area containment, surveillance, waiting out a subject, 

summoning reinforcements, and calling in specialized units.”
546

 

Additionally, the police should be trained  on how to employ the following de-escalation 

techniques in dealing with assemblies: the police’ use of verbal warning and peaceful urging 

instead of force, reduction of force when confrontation reduces, waiting for submission and/or 

compliance before unleashing force, express prohibition of use of firearms and other lethal 

equipment unless the officer or other third party’s life is at risk, express prohibition of the use of 

force against civilians who are already subdued and express prohibition against issuing unlawful 

commands in order to gain compliance.
547

 

The police should also be trained on how to apply a human rights-based approach in policing 

assemblies.
548

 In this regard, the police should be reminded to be mindful of their duty to not 

only facilitate but also protect the right to freedom of peaceful assembly.
549

 The right approach to 

policing assemblies requires: information on the participants, how best to facilitate the function 

and the available channels of communication.
550
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3.6 Accountability for use of force 

The power of the police to use force is not absolute and as such, the police must be accountable 

to their superiors and the public at large on the use of force in the execution of their role.
551

 

Accountability for use of force in this regard is particularly essential as it tends to improve public 

confidence in the police.
552

Accountability is at the core of every policing act as policing has a 

direct bearing on human rights.
553

  

Accountability in the context of use of force by the police means an arrangement consisting of 

internal and external checks used to ensure the police use force according to the laid down laws 

and procedures and are answerable in case of any violation.
554

 Accountability in this regard is 

majorly for purposes of preventing abuse in the use of force by the police and promoting 

openness in the execution of policing role.
555

  

3.6.1 Internal accountability  

Internal accountability involves procedures put in place to check abuse of police powers within 

the police departments.
556

 Internal accountability may only be effective where the policing 

authorities commit to discipline officers who abuse the power to use force.
557

 To a large extent, 

internal accountability is not very effective as police authorities are often inclined to protect the 

image of the police and are generally averse to divulging the rot in the policing institution.
558

  

Additionally, the public tends to have little confidence in the internal mechanisms due to the 

common belief that the police are often unwilling to punish their colleagues.
559

  Nonetheless, 

internal accountability mechanisms have to be developed and utilized to avoid overburdening 

external oversight bodies.
560

 The key internal accountability mechanisms include: 
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3.6.1.1 Reporting  

The policing authorities should come up with regulations that require mandatory reporting of all 

cases involving the use of force.
561

 The report should consist of a description of the incident 

involving the use of force.
562

All material information should be indicated in the report including 

justification for the use of force, the force option employed and the nature of injuries inflicted on 

the victim or suspect.
563

 

Policing authorities should ideally adopt a standard form of reporting requiring details such as 

the weather conditions, the level of force used, type of weapon used and the magnitude of harm 

caused.
564

  

3.6.1.2 Complaints system 

Police departments should publish a complaints procedure and create public awareness on the 

procedure.
565

 The process should be as transparent as possible to enable the public have 

confidence in the complaints system.
566

 Filing of the complaints should be free of charge.
567

 

Where the complaints procedure is manual, the officer in charge of receiving complaints should 

have good listening skills and the ability to empathize with the complainants.
568

 Additionally, the 

officer should explain the process to the complainant and issue advice on the available options 

and way forward.
569

  

The complaints process should be straight forward with minimum requirements so as to 

encourage the public to file complaints on abusive use of force by the police.
570

 Additionally, 

there should be an option for filing anonymous complaints where the complainant raises safety 
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concerns.
571

 Further, the complainants should be notified of the progress of their complaints and 

ultimately the final outcome of the complaints.
572

 

3.6.1.3 Investigations  

Any use of force by the police should be investigated to ascertain its lawfulness.
573

 Cases 

involving use of force by the police are sensitive and generally attract public and media 

attention.
574

 It is therefore vital that the police authorities come up with consistent and effective 

clear guidelines that aid investigation of these cases.
575

 Clear and consistent guidelines will build 

public and media confidence in handling of such cases by the police and investigative 

authorities.
576

  

Investigative procedures typically include: an investigative body within the police system that 

specializes in investigating police’ use of force, a good organizational structure consisting of the 

investigation crew with a clear chain of command and an investigative response.
577

 

3.6.1.4 Body cameras  

Investing in police body cameras is an effective remedy for enhancing police accountability.
578

 

Since the body cameras record all happenings in police-civilian encounters, they are perfect 

accountability tools that are also beneficial to prosecuting authorities and courts as well.
579

  

Body cameras also act as supplementary data sources as the records kept by police departments 

are often incomplete.
580

 Additionally, body cameras enhance public trust and confidence in the 

police.
581

 

Successful implementation of body cameras policy leads to significant reduction in the use of 

force by police.
582

 Additionally, reports on use of body cameras reveal that there is generally 
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reduced complaints against police officers wearing body cameras thus facilitating internal police 

accountability.
583

 Further, civilians are inclined to be well behaved when they are aware that 

their actions are beings recorded.
584

 This in turn drastically reduces the need to use force by the 

police. 

3.6.1.5 Command responsibility 

Policing authorities should maintain an effective police chain of command and comply with legal 

provisions that criminalize unlawful superior orders which may lead to excessive use of force. 
585

 

Junior officers who receive such unlawful orders have not just the right but also an obligation to 

defy the same.
586

 Policing authorities should organize training of police officers on such superior 

orders and how to deal with them.
587

 

 

Superiors should report and review all incidents of use of force.
588

 Superior officials should be 

held accountable for actions of the police they are commanding if they negligently failed to take 

preventive measures to avoid the use of excessive force.
589

 Junior police officers who disobey 

unlawful superior orders should be given immunity.
590

 Consequently, junior officers who fail to 

comply may be subjected to disciplinary action.
591

 

Since police supervisors / superiors are accountable for the orders and directions they give to the 

officers serving under them, they should be aware of the actions to be undertaken by their juniors 

and issue appropriate directions.
592

 Additionally, police superiors have an obligation to ensure 

compliance with human rights law by the officers under their command.
593

 Further, police 
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superiors should ensure that police action respects and upholds the principles on the use of force 

that is legality, proportionality, non-discrimination, necessity and precaution.
594

 

3.6.2 External accountability  

External police oversight enhances transparency in policing and builds public confidence in the 

police.
595

 Police oversight entails putting in place measures to ensure the police are accountable 

in the execution of their role typically through oversight bodies.
596

 External police oversight 

bodies are majorly civilian and tasked with receiving and processing complaints against the 

police, disciplining police offenders and generally holding the offenders accountable for 

violating policing policies.
597

 The oversight bodies should be independent and endowed with 

capacity and resources to investigate alleged abuses by the police.
598

  

The oversight bodies should have the capacity to: investigate and process public complaints 

against the police, audit police internal accountability procedures, summon witnesses including 

police officers and ensure compliance with the summons, demand reports from the police on 

handling of complaints, contribute to police training curriculum and publish periodic reports on 

handling of complaints.
599

 

External accountability involves accountability of the police to the state, public, independent 

authorities and international entities.
600

  

3.6.2.1 State 

Police officers should be accountable to the State through the executive, specifically the ministry 

in charge of policing.
601

 The ministry in charge of policing should adopt national guidelines for 

use of force and ensure compliance.
602

 The police should also be accountable to the auditor 

general in terms of financial accountability.
603

 Additionally, the police are accountable to the 
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State through the judiciary.
604

Through the criminal justice system, the judiciary holds the officers 

accountable for abusive use of force.
605

The officers can be summoned by judges / magistrates to 

testify in court on their use of force.
606

  

Further, the police should also be accountable to the state through parliament.
607

 Parliament 

provides oversight to police through different subject committees.
608

 For instance, the committee 

on national security may summon the police to answer to questions relating to widespread use of 

excessive force by the police.
609

 

3.6.2.2 Public  

Police accountability to the public is mostly achieved through operationalization of police 

civilian oversight boards.
610

 Public accountability can also be achieved through the boards 

constituted by policing authorities on implementation of community forums.
611

 Additionally, this 

form of accountability can also be achieved through scrutiny by the media.
612

 The civil society 

also plays a major role in providing public oversight primarily through scrutinizing police 

activities.
613

 Civil societies expose police misconduct and demand the perpetrators to be 

accountable for their action.
614

 

Through public accountability, the police are able to know what concerns the public has in 

relation to police action and how best to involve the public in policing.
615

 Additionally, the 

police are also able to know their ratings in the eye of the public and take appropriate actions to 

adjust according to the public feedback.
616
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3.6.2.3 Independent bodies 

The police should also be accountable to established independent bodies such as the ombudsman, 

national human rights commissions, and national police service commissions, national police 

oversight bodies and human rights non-governmental organizations.
617

 

 

There is need for a guarantee of independence of these oversight bodies to ensure effectiveness 

in the execution of their role.
618

 Independence of these bodies promotes confidence by the 

public.
619

Additionally, these bodies should have the power to carryout investigations on the 

alleged violations by the police.
620

Further the capacity of the bodies should be strengthened 

through adequate budgetary allocation.
621

 The oversight bodies should be granted power to 

summon witnesses and the police and power to inspect public and private places.
622

 

3.6.2.4 Regional and International entities 

The policing authorities should be accountable through the State to the international bodies 

created by international treaties such as the UN Human Rights Committee.
623

Additionally, the 

police should also be accountable to similar regional bodies created by the regional treaties such 

as the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights.
624

 The African Policing Oversight 

Forum for instance was formed to promote the accountability of the police and to enhance good 

governance in African countries.
625

 

3.7 Conclusion   

This chapter has discussed some of the leading strategies in curbing the use of excessive force by 

the police. At the core of these strategies is the concept of community policing which has been 

proved to be a leading strategy in controlling the excessive use of force by the police.
626

 Proper 
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selection during recruitment has also been shown to reduce the use of force incidents by 

retaining only officers with appropriate character. This chapter has also presented a proposal for 

improvement of the welfare of police as a way of controlling the use of force. This chapter has 

also built a case for the adoption of a comprehensive use of force continuum to guide the officers 

in their use of force. Further, this chapter has made an argument for effective training of the 

police especially de-escalation training as an effective strategy for reducing the use of force by 

the police.  Finally, this chapter has argued for adoption of internal and external accountability 

mechanisms to check on police action. Successful implementation of the above best practices 

may significantly reduce the cases of excessive use of force by the police.  
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CHAPTER FOUR (4) 

TOWARDS ERADICATING THE USE OF EXCESSIVE FORCE IN KENYA 

4.1 Introduction  

The use of reasonable force by the police in the execution of their role is legally permitted and 

morally acceptable.
627

 The police officers are permitted to use force where such use of force is 

necessary in order to meet a legitimate aim.
628

 Additionally, the police may rightfully use deadly 

force to protect their lives and the lives of third parties.
629

 The use of excessive force is however 

a gross violation of human rights and also threatens police legitimacy.
630

 The use of force must 

therefore be subjected to strict controls.
631

 

In Kenya, the excessive use of force by the police has become a culture.
632

 In fact in 2017, a 

study on police killings placed Kenya at the top position in a survey of arbitrary killings 

occasioned by police’ use of excessive force in Africa.
633

 This chapter therefore discusses the 

various measures that the policing authorities in Kenya can adopt to realize a reduction of cases 

involving the use of excessive force by the police. The chapter will firstly argue for the need to 

change the policing culture. Secondly, the chapter will build a case for the improvement of 

police welfare. Thirdly, the chapter will present an argument for the need to improve the 

relationship between the police and the public. Lastly, the chapter will explore ways of 

strengthening the existing legal and institutional framework regulating the police’ use of force in 

Kenya.  
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4.2 Changing police culture 

Police culture connotes the belief system of a policing institution on a given subject.
634

Police 

culture influences how policing operations are done including recruitment, day to day operations, 

standing orders and other operational procedures and training.
635

 Further, police culture has a 

huge impact on how the police carryout their duties including the use of force.
636

  

4.2.1 Beyond defensive policing  

The use of force by the police is often as a result of either perceived or real apprehension of 

bodily harm on the part of the police.
637

The fear is inculcated during police induction and all 

through their employment.
638

 Police’ use of force stems from the police induction training which 

puts emphasis on the need to ensure safety of the officer as a paramount consideration during 

policing operations.
639

In particular, the belief that every civilian encounter is dangerous is 

entrenched into the minds of the police officers during induction.
640

 The police primarily focus 

on how to protect themselves in every civilian encounter rather than how to keep communities 

safe.
641

In deed the system of police training in Kenya is brutal in nature thus it is not surprising 

that the police treat civilians in a brutal manner.
642

 

Many of the use of force incidents are driven by fear and very often it emerges that the police 

pull the triggers before fully analyzing the perceived fear.
643

 Consequently, in many situations 

involving the use of force by the police, it is often not provoked by real danger but perceived 

fear.
644

 Therefore the institutionalized mentality of danger drives the police to use force as a rule 

of engagement.
645

 This mentality which is reinforced during induction and subsequently through 

police socialization, results in the use of excessive force by the police in situations where the use 
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of force is unnecessary. 
646

 The use of force by Kenya police has been institutionalized over the 

past decades.
647

 

Police brutality toward civilians is a normal occurrence during law enforcement in Kenya.
648

 

 

In order to reverse this culture, the police officers should be trained on how to deal with the 

inherent fear of danger in a manner that reduces the need for use of force.
649

 In this regard, the 

officers should be trained on the de-escalation strategies as outlined in chapter three of this study. 

This is necessary as the training focuses on strategies meant to take control of a potential force 

situation so as to reduce the threat and the need to use force.
650

 Additionally, the police should be 

trained on the sanctity of life and the need to zealously protect it.
651

 Further, instead of focusing 

on officer safety as the central issue in police induction, the training should focus on how to keep 

communities safe.
652

  

 

The police approach of “us versus them” must be eradicated through appropriate socialization as 

it makes the police to always be on a defensive angle, ready to use force at the slightest 

provocation.
653

 Policing authorities should endeavour to change the view of use of force from 

normal to abnormal.
654

 The use of force must not be accepted as the default response to crime.
655

 

This can be achieved through appropriate training and socialization of the police from the 

beginning of employment.
656

Where the police view the use of force as abnormal, the cases of 
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abusive use of force reduce and in the rare occasions where force is used, the policing authorities 

respond swiftly and take appropriate corrective action.
657

  

A change in policing culture can be commenced by development and adoption of key values that 

govern the use of force by the police.
658

 The Constitution of Kenya provides that policing should 

be governed by integrity, professionalism, transparency, discipline, competence, accountability 

and respect for human rights and freedoms.
659

The values should be reflected in all the relevant 

policies, procedures and training manuals.
660

  

At the induction stage, the police officers should be trained that their major role is to serve the 

public.
661

This mentality can be impactful in limiting the use of force against the members of the 

public.
662

 The police’ attention should be more on how to improve society’s safety rather than to 

enforce the law.
663

 Ideally, the police ought to view themselves as social service providers, not 

crime fighters.
664

 

4.2.2 Screening and selection process  

Recruitment has an impact on how an individual police officer uses force.
665

 Kenya’s police 

recruitment is heavily based on physical traits and academic qualifications to the exclusion of 

other important factors such as mental health and the ability to relate well with people.
666

 

Potential candidates and serving police officers should undergo psychological testing to 

determine their emotional suitability for policing work.
667

 Candidates who are emotionally 

unstable should not be recruited into the police service given the nature of policing.
668
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Character of individual police officers should be taken into consideration.
669

 This is necessary as 

an officer’s character plays a big in determining whether or not to use force.
670

 Candidates who 

have violent traits are likely to use excessive force during policing.
671

  

The selection should aim at only officers with integrity.
672

 In this regard, the selection of officers 

should exclude officers who have adverse criminal records.
673

 The selection of right candidates 

helps in preventing cases of excessive use of force.
674

 

Additionally, the National Police Service Commission (NPSC) should also consider selecting 

candidates with good inter-personal skills as policing involve a lot of interactions with different 

members of the community.
675

 Further, candidates’ ability to solve-problems and manage 

conflict in a peaceful manner should also be a criterion for selection.
676

 

4.2.3 Training  

A study by the Human Rights Watch in 2016 revealed that most police officers are not aware of 

the National Police Service (NPS) Act’s provisions on the use of force.
677

 Thomas Probert et al 

also note that the excessive use of force by the police in Kenya has persisted owing to police’ 

ignorance of the regulations on the use of force.
678

 This is attributed to the fact that the police 

officers are trained on the use of force only during induction.
679

Further, the training curriculum is 
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not available to the public for scrutiny therefore it is not easy to know whether the content is 

based on the national and international legal framework concerning the use of force.
680

 

The police are yet to comply with the accountability procedures in the new policing law largely 

because of ignorance.
681

 Regular training and monitoring of police officers on the use of force 

policies may greatly reduce cases of excessive use of force by the police.
682

As a preventive 

measure, Kenya is obligated to ensure training of the police on the regulations on the use of 

force.
683

 Additionally, the police must be made aware of human rights and alternative means of 

controlling unlawful assemblies.
684

 This will contribute to a reduction in cases of abusive use of 

force.  

Consequently, Kenya should invest in special training of the police on use of force. This can be 

achieved through not only entry-level but also continuous in-service police training.
685

 Firearms 

should be used by only officers who have undergone special training on use of firearms.
686

 

Additionally, Kenya is obligated to train law enforcement officers on the use of non-violent 

means.
687

  

4.3 Improving police welfare  

In order to reduce unwarranted use of force by the police, the NPS should endeavor to improve 

the welfare of the police officers to enable them work with motivation.
688

  

4.3.1 Equipment and Protective wear 

Proper execution of law enforcement role in Kenya is hindered by lack of appropriate 

equipment.
689

 Kenya has a legal obligation to provide the police with a broad range of weapons 
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that limit use of force.
690

 In particular, Kenya should procure less-lethal weapons.
691

 The non-

lethal weapons will reduce the need to use lethal means which often lead to death or serious 

injuries.  

Additionally, Kenya is obligated to equip the police with bullet-proof apparel and protective 

equipment to reduce the need to use firearms.
692

 The NPSC should provide the police officers 

with modern protective clothing and equipment such as armored cars equipped with digital 

policing gadgets, protective vests, automatic guns, chemical sprays, electronic restraining 

devices such as tasers, lasers and crime mapping tools.
693

 This will ensure police operations are 

conducted in a way that leads to minimum injury risk thereby abiding by the principle of 

precaution.
694

 For Kenya to facilitate compliance with the principle of precaution, it will entail 

increasing the budgetary allocation for the NPS for purposes of acquiring protective equipment.  

4.3.2 Officers’ Mental Health 

The police encounter violence in their day to day work and as such they should have regular 

debriefing sessions to help in managing stress and anxiety associated with their work.
695

 Good 

management of stress may significantly reduce the cases involving use of excessive force by the 

police.
696

 The police officers should also be counselled before and after undertaking major 

confrontational incidents.
697

 

Some of the cases involving the use of excessive force by the police have been attributed to 

police’ psychological disorders including mental ailment.
698

 The NPSC should offer free 

counselling services to prevent development of mental disorders arising from the nature of 

policing. 
699

 In this regard, the NPSC should provide regular debriefing sessions and retain 

professional counsellors to help improve the officers’ mental health. 
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4.3.3 Working and living conditions 

In the recent years, there have been efforts by the policing authorities to improve police officers’ 

living and working conditions.
700

 However, the vast portion of the officers’ working and living 

conditions is still in a bad state.
701

 In a police survey on the problems faced by police officers, 

the officers cited low remuneration and poor working conditions as some of the top issues that 

should be addressed by the NPSC.
702

The working conditions of the police are generally poor 

because of inadequate resources.
703

As a result, the police officers lack appropriate equipment.
704

 

The lack of basic tools of work such as equipment is a big challenge and has led to the use of 

unwarranted force during policing.
705

 The officers’ remuneration is also little coupled with poor 

working and living conditions.
706

 Little budgetary allocation has a crippling effect on policing as 

the police officers are unable to work properly.
707

 

The NPSC and IPOA should conduct regular visits to the police stations and quarters to find out 

the working and living conditions of the police officers and assure them of their care and 

support. The NPS should ensure that a reasonable portion of the police budgetary allocation is 

used in improving the officers’ work and living conditions. The policing authorities should 

always ensure the police officers’ wellbeing is well covered otherwise the officers’ performance 

will be adversely affected.
708

  

4.4 Improving police – public relationship 

Policing operations can be ineffective where there is a conflict between the police and the 

communities they serve.
709

 A good public image of the police is vital for proper execution of 
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policing role.
710

 This is majorly due to the fact that policing is centered on responding to 

complaints filed by members of the public.
711

Further, the police need the assistance of the public 

in providing vital information that is helpful in combating crime.
712

 The public can only 

cooperate with the police in an atmosphere of trust and where there’s police legitimacy.
713

 

Accordingly, public support is an essential ingredient in policing.
714

 

The use of excessive force by the police is often linked to poor relationship between the police 

and the public.
715

 The cases of excessive use of force by the police in Kenya are on the rise since 

the relationship between the police and the public is poor.
716

 There’s widespread distrust of the 

police among Kenyan communities and this has caused a lot of tensions between the police and 

the public.
717

 The government has accordingly initiated implementation of community policing 

in Kenya in an attempt to build the relationship between the police and the public.
718

 

4.4.1 Community Policing in Kenya  

Community policing helps to strengthen the relationship between the police and the public 

thereby contributing to improved safety within the communities.
719

 Community policing has 

been recognized by the Constitution of Kenya and the NPS Act.
720

 The NPS Act provides 

different objectives of community policing key among them to promote partnership and 

communication between the police and the community.
721

 The NPS Act creates county policing 

authority which is tasked with implementing community policing programs at the county.
722
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The policing authority is further supplemented by community policing committees which are 

also tasked with implementing community policing within specific areas.
723

  

As a way of implementing community policing, the government of Kenya runs an initiative 

dubbed “Nyumba kumi.” The National Police Service describes the initiative as a “strategy of 

anchoring community policing at the household level or any other generic cluster.”
724

 The 

policing units in this regard include a cluster of houses within communities.
725

 

The government’s initiative is a commendable step as community policing has been proven to be 

an effective strategy in curbing the use of excessive force by the police.
726

The implementation of 

community policing concept in Kenya is however threatened by lack of trust between the police 

and the public.
727

The public’ lack of trust in this regard is fueled by the police’ brutal handling of 

the public and the lack of accountability for gross human rights violations by the police.
728

 

Additionally, there is public misunderstanding of the concept of community policing thereby 

threatening the public’s participation in the program.
729

There is a widespread misconception of 

community policing with communities linking the program to vigilante groups.
730

Further, some 

members of the community tasked with implementing community policing fail to appreciate the 

voluntary nature of the program thus complicating the implementation by demanding salaries 

and police’ tools of work such as guns and uniforms. 
731

 

 

Implementation of the initiative is also hindered by inadequate institutional 

capacity.
732

Inadequate funding for the program has hindered its success.
733

Additionally, the 

police officers are yet to fully embrace and implement the program as it is mostly viewed as a 
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foreign concept.
734

Further, the police are not given any incentive for implementing the program 

thereby there is reduced motivation.
735

 

 

In order to realize the success of community policing in Kenya, the police leadership has to 

increase the budget for community policing, create public awareness of the program (also within 

police departments), adopt clear procedures on the working of community policing and make the 

improvement of police – public relationship a top priority.
736

 As a way motivating the police 

officers to implement the program, the NPSC should offer them incentives.
737

 

 

4.4.2 Data for public scrutiny 

Scanty and incomplete data on instances of police use of force contributes to distrust of the 

police by the public.
738

 The lack of confidence in the police leads to unsafe communities as 

members of the public are unlikely to report crimes in an atmosphere of distrust.
739

 Accordingly, 

it is necessary for the police to be transparent and accountable in the execution of their role by 

providing sufficient and accurate data on the use of force for public scrutiny.
740

  

 

The data should go beyond providing basic information relating to the incident and include all 

relevant information for instance whether or not the victim was armed.
741

 Further, the data 

should state the extent of danger the victim posed to the police. 
742

 

 

Public data on all incidents of use of force by the police will to a large extent curb the increasing 

deaths arising from excessive use of force by the police.
743

 Very often, only the media and non-
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governmental organizations provide data on use of force incidents.
744

The NPS and IPOA also 

once in a while release scanty details of police’ use of excessive force.
745

  

 

The absence of a national database of use of force incidents in Kenya is one of the major factors 

contributing to continued instances of excessive use of force by the police.
746

 The lack of 

comprehensive data on use of force hampers attempts by policy makers and other stakeholders in 

understanding the scope of the problem and searching for solutions to the menace.
747

 The NPS 

should accordingly establish and maintain a comprehensive national database on all cases of use 

of excessive force by the police to promote public confidence and also police’ accountability. 

4.5 Strengthening the legal and institutional framework  

4.5.1 Legal framework  

Kenya’s laws and regulations on the use of lethal force by the police are overly liberal thereby 

giving the police unwarranted wide discretion in the use of force.
748

 The use of force by the 

police should be as per international standards which require that force be used only where 

necessary and be applied in a proportionate manner with minimal potential injury.
749

  

4.5.1.1 Regulations on the use of force and firearms  

The NPSSOs give only a basic outline on use of force and firearms as per the NPS Act. The 

NPSSOs exclude specific guidelines especially on use of firearms which should include handling 

of firearms and accountability for every bullet issued. In line with international standards
750

and 
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the NPS Act
751

the government should establish specific regulations to control excessive use of 

force and firearms.  

On use of force, the NPS should make sure that regulations on the following are adopted and 

published: an outline of permitted means for use of force, provisions on police training and 

reporting procedures.
752

  

As relates the use of firearms, the NPS should adopt and implement regulations: that outline 

situations where firearms maybe used, provisions prohibiting unreasonable use of firearms, 

provisions on warning before firing, provisions controlling issuance and storage of firearms, 

provisions on training of police on use of firearms, provisions on firearms use’ testing and 

provisions on reporting procedures.
753

 

Adoption of the above regulations especially those that control issuance and use of firearms
754

 

will go a long way in enhancing accountability for use of firearms thus reducing abusive use of 

firearms by the police. Further, regulations on reporting system on use of firearms will also 

substantially reduce instances of unreasonable use of firearms.  

4.5.1.2 Restriction on the use of lethal force 

4.5.1.2.1 National Police Service (NPS) Act  

The Sixth Schedule of the NPS Act stipulates that the use of firearms should be for purposes of 

protecting life and property and preventing escape of a criminal suspect from custody.
755

 This 

provision on use of firearms by the NPS Act is overly permissive and inconsistent with LOLE
756

  

which requires that firearms be used only for protecting human life; there are no provisions on 

use of firearms to protect property.
757

 Further, as per international standards, the use of firearms 

to prevent escape of a criminal from lawful custody is prohibited unless there is an imminent 
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threat to life.
758

 LOLE emphasizes that using lethal force should only be in pursuit of protection 

of one’s life or the life of other people but not in protection of property.
759

  

The provision on use of firearms for protection of property has led to police’ firing into looters 

indiscriminately instead of using reasonable force to immobilize the suspects for purposes of 

arrest.
760

 Many Kenyans, especially looters have been shot dead by the police.
761

 Reports on 

arbitrary killings by the police in Kenya reveal that the police often shoot unarmed criminal 

suspects where there is no sensible apprehension of danger posed by the suspects.
762

 NPS Act’s 

provision on use of firearms to protect property must therefore be removed as is fuels excessive 

use of force by the police. 

 

4.5.1.2.2 Public Order Act 

Despite the Constitutional, statutory and international legal protection of freedom of assembly, 

the police often shoot protesters who are unarmed and who do not pose a threat to life.
763

 Osse 

submits that the police in Kenya not only unreasonably limit the right to assembly but also often 

quell peaceful protests with excessive force.
764

 

Kenya’s Public Order Act allows undue use of force by the police during maintenance of public 

order as it gives wide discretion to the police.
765

 The Act allows use of force during assemblies 

so long as such force is proportional and does not jeopardize third parties.
766

  The Act does not 

specify the circumstances and purposes for use of firearms.
767
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The legal provisions on the use of force during assemblies should be consistent with international 

human rights standards so as to regulate discretion of law enforcement officials.
768

International 

standards require that the use firearms in public assemblies be only for purposes of protecting 

life.
769

 Accordingly, the provision on use of firearms against rioters should be removed from the 

Act to prevent excessive use of force by the police during protests. Specifically, the Public Order 

Act should be amended to provide that firearms shall not be used in policing assemblies but 

maybe applied only where there is need to protect life.  

 

4.5.2 Strengthening the institutional framework 

Improving accountability structures does not necessarily entail creating a new accountability 

entity.
770

It may entail strengthening the existing accountability structures in terms of capacity 

and the general ability to hold the police accountable for their acts.
771

Kenya has sufficient 

accountability structures but the same are to a large extent weak.
772

 A study by the Human 

Rights Watch Kenya revealed that most cases of excessive use of force by the police often go 

unaccounted for as the accountability mechanisms in place are ineffective.
773

 Accordingly, 

unaccountability for use of excessive force has led to high levels of impunity.
774

 The 

accountability structures in this regard must be strengthened to reduce the cases of excessive use 

of force.
775

  

There are various national accountability bodies that offer police accountability. These bodies 

include: the IAU, IPOA, KNCHR, the NPSC, the Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions, 

Commission on Administrative Justice, human rights NGOs among other entities. This study 

looks at only the IAU and the IPOA as the entities are the ones tasked with primary 
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responsibility of providing internal and external police accountability and oversight. 

Additionally, the study will also make reference to the Witness Protection Agency (WPA) as the 

effectiveness of IAU and IPOA’s investigations is tied to WPA.   

4.5.2.1 Internal police accountability system 

4.5.2.1.1 Internal Affairs Unit 

The Internal Affairs Unit (IAU) is established by the NPS Act. Its major function is receiving 

and investigating complaints lodged against NPS staff.
776

The IAU is also concerned with 

promoting discipline and keeping records of complaints made against the police.
777

 The IAU is 

under statutory obligation to work with and report to IPOA among other related bodies.
778

 The 

IAU has so far registered about 7,909 complaints against the police since its operations started in 

2013.
779

  

The internal accountability processes within the police departments include: 

4.5.2.1.1.1 Identification and Warning 

The NPSSOs stipulate that that the police should have visible identification marks.
780

 The 

NPSSOs also obligate police officers to give caution of intention to the use of firearms, allowing 

ample time for compliance with the caution.
781

 These provisions are however rarely complied 

with, especially during shoot outs.
782

 Lack of police identification makes it difficult for witnesses 

of unlawful killings by the police to single out culpable members of the police service thus 

resulting into unaccountability for excessive use of force.
783

  

In this regard, the NPS through IAU should adopt regulations meant to ensure of strict 

compliance with these requirements. Successful implementation of these requirements will 

enhance reduction of cases of abusive use of firearms by the police. 
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4.5.2.1.1.2 Reporting  

The NPS Act requires that a report be made to IPOA by the police superiors where police’ use of 

force leads to fatal injuries.
784

 The NPSSOs however require a report for any use of force.
785

 The 

NPSSOs obligate the officer involved to make a report to his/her superior giving details of what 

happened.
786

 Further, the NPSSOs obligate the officer-in-charge to report use of force that results 

into fatal injuries to another different superior.
787

 Thereafter, the superior is required to assess the 

justification given and give directions thereof.
788

 Additionally, the police superiors are required 

to send the report to IPOA for purposes of investigations.
789

  

In practice however, the police rarely comply with these reporting requirements.
790

 In order to 

ensure reporting requirement is complied with, reporting procedures should be provided in 

formal regulations backed with hefty penalties in the event of non-compliance. This will help in 

achieving IAU and IPOA’s mandate. Additionally, the reporting requirements have not been 

complied with largely because the timelines and procedures are yet to be established by the 

policing authorities.
791

Accordingly, NPS should adopt the required procedures to enable 

compliance by the police.
792

 

The IAU is currently facing a number of challenges that have implications in the delivery of its 

mandate. The challenges include: inadequate staff, inadequate funds, logistical challenges, poor 

complaints administration and feedback system on cases referred to it and limited working 

space.
793

 In a nutshell, the unit submits that funds inadequacy has obstructed implementation of 

its mandate.
794

 This study therefore proposes an increased budgetary allocation to enable the IAU 

execute its mandate effectively.  
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4.5.2.2 External Police Accountability system 

4.5.2.2.1 Independent Policing Oversight Authority (IPOA) 

The IPOA is established under the IPOA Act.
795

 IPOA’s main objective is to provide police 

accountability in the overall performance of their role.
796

 IPOA’s main function among others is 

to undertake investigations of complaints against police officers received by any person or 

entity.
797

 IPOA is also mandated to initiate investigations of police officers out of its own 

motion.
798

 After investigations, IPOA is mandated to recommend prosecution of the officer in 

question, compensation of the victim and disciplinary action against the officer in question.
799

 

For effective execution of its role, IPOA is mandated to work closely with the IAU specifically 

by monitoring, reviewing and auditing any investigation done by IAU.
800

 

 

IPOA has not been effective in carrying out its main mandate that is investigating police action 

because of majorly low budgetary allocation and non-cooperation by stakeholders especially the 

police.
801

 Inadequate funding has crippled implementation of IPOA’s mandate.
802

 The UN 

recommends that police oversight bodies should be funded adequately to enable them execute 

their mandate effectively.
803

Accordingly, this study advocates for an increased budgetary 

allocation for IPOA strengthen its capacity. 

Regarding non-cooperation by stakeholders, IPOA states that police officers not only fail to avail 

required information but also ignore summons to appear before court thus hampering IPOA’s 

investigations.
804

 A report by HRW notes that the police have deliberately undermined IPOA’s 

work.
805

 IPOA confirms this assertion and state that the police have been very hostile to its 
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officials.
806

 This assertion has also been upheld by the Courts.
807

 In one instance, the Court found 

that the Police had frustrated IPOA’s investigation of a police officer who had shot a 

complainant.
808

 According to IPOA chairman, the non-cooperation by police range from giving 

false evidence to ignoring IPOA summons.
809

 The non-cooperation by the police has adversely 

affected IPOA’s operations.
810

 In deed a recent report reveals that since its inception, IPOA has 

managed only five convictions.
811

 The implementation of the authority’s mandate has been very 

slow.
812

  

 

This study therefore proposes adoption of regulations by the NPS that penalize police’ non-

cooperation with IPOA under the Act. Additionally, there should be a policy statement by the 

NPS requiring full cooperation with IPOA and other investigative authorities.  

 

Non-cooperation by the victim’s family and/or witnesses also hinders IPOA in its pursuit of 

accountability for excessive use of force by the police.
813

 In majority of the cases being 

investigated by IPOA, witnesses and victims have been unwilling to give evidence because of 

fear of reprisal by the police.
814

 For instance, a report by HRW reveals that in a case involving 

arbitrary killings in Dandora, witnesses were intimidated by the police.
815

 The government needs 

to strengthen the Witness Protection Agency as suggested in the below section. 

 

4.5.2.2.2 Witness Protection Agency (WPA) 

Kenya’s Witness Protection Agency through the Witness Protection Programme is mandated to 

take necessary action to ensure protection of witnesses’ safety and welfare.
816

 The action to be 

taken include providing bodily protection and altering of witnesses’ identity.
817
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One of the agency’s major challenge is insufficient staffing capability.
818

 The Witness Protection 

Agency has inadequate staffing capacity due to a constrained budget.
819

 The small budgetary 

allocation constrains the agency to take a small number of witnesses.
820

 In this regard, the 

government should improve the budgetary allocation of the agency to enable it offer adequate 

protection to vulnerable witnesses.  

Continuing actual threats against by witnesses from released suspects is another challenge facing 

the agency.
821

 The agency states that many criminal suspects who are released from custody by 

courts threaten and kill witnesses in avenge missions.
822

 Improved budgetary allocation will go a 

long way in offering full protection to witnesses.   

The Witness Protection Act excludes provisions on protection of witnesses during investigations. 

According to the Act, the beneficiaries of the state’s protection are only those who have already 

written down statements in criminal proceedings or agreed to testify in court or any related 

forum of inquiry.
823

The Act should be amended to include provisions on witness protection 

during investigations as witnesses are generally vulnerable even at the investigation stage.  

Witness protection is key in improving police accountability for excessive use of force by the 

police thus it is essential for the Witness Protection Agency to be strengthened as proposed 

above.  

4.6 Conclusion  

The excessive use of force by the police in Kenya is a continuing policing challenge which has 

persisted for many years. 
824

 This chapter has discussed viable ways of controlling the use of 

excessive force by the police. This chapter has built a case for a change in policing culture 

specifically the need to change the view of use of force from normal to abnormal and the need to 
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change from aggressive policing to compassionate policing through training and socialization. 

This chapter has also argued for the need to improve police’ welfare primarily by improving the 

working and living conditions of the police. Further, this chapter has made a case for the 

necessity of improving police-public relationship by implementing community policing through 

nyumba kumi initiative. Lastly, this chapter has illustrated how the existing legal and institutional 

framework on the use of force by the police can be strengthened.  

 

The key problem is lack of accountability for the abusive use of force by the police in Kenya.
825

 

Accountability has been hindered by inadequate institutional capacity in the entities tasked with 

providing police accountability and oversight.
826

 The State and the policing authorities should 

adopt the above proposals as the same can drastically reduce the use of excessive force by the 

police if implemented fully.  
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CHAPTER FIVE (5) 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Summary 

The policing role is essential for the existence of any given society.
827

 Apart from the 

conventional policing role of maintaining law and order and enforcing the law, the police also 

play an important role in promoting democracy and human rights protection.
828

 The use of force 

is part and parcel of policing as it enables the police to effectively uphold the law.
829

  

This study’s main objective was to discover and suggest ways of curbing the use of excessive 

force by the police in Kenya. Chapter one outlined the introduction to the study. A brief 

background on the use of excessive force by the police was highlighted covering pre-2010 

Constitution era and post-2010 Constitution era. The background of the study revealed that the 

use of excessive force by the police in Kenya continues to be a culture in the police institution 

even after promulgation of the 2010 Constitution.
830

  

Prior to the 2010 Constitution, the Police force was marked with high levels of impunity 

occasioned by lack of accountability.
831

 The Court
832

 has raised doubt whether police reforms 

occasioned by Kenya’s 2010 Constitution have had any significant effect on the work of the 

police.
833

 In deed a report by KNHRC reveals that Kenyan police are rarely required to give an 

account for their use of force and the offenders are rarely brought to book despite the new 

policing accountability structures occasioned by the 2010 Constitution.
834

 This study has shown 
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that indeed cases of excessive use of force by the police keep rising despite the existence of a 

legal framework regulating the use of force.
835

  

The legal framework on the use of force was discussed in chapter two of this study. It involves 

international, regional and national laws governing the use of force by the police. At the 

international level, LOLE
836

 governs the use of force. LOLE is composed of international human 

rights law, general principles of law and the customary international law.
837

 This study 

established that the key component of LOLE is a general prohibition of the use of force, 

especially lethal force.
838

 LOLE emphasizes that using lethal force should only be in pursuit of 

protection of one’s life or the life of other people but not in protection of property.
839

 LOLE 

stipulates that the power to use force by the police should only be exercised in pursuit of a 

legitimate objective.
840

 Therefore use of force outside legal precincts is unlawful and the 

offending officials should be held liable.
841

  

 

As a means of preventing the use of excessive force by the police, LOLE requires States to 

implement strict rules governing police’ use of force and firearms.
842

 States are also required to 

ensure that the police are equipped with equipment that enhance self-defence for instance bullet 

proof apparel and vehicles.
843

 LOLE also obligates the State to ensure that during recruitment of 

potential officers, the applicants are screened appropriately before being admitted as officials.
844

 

LOLE further requires that potential officers possess physical and mental abilities needed for law 

enforcement activities.
845

 Further, LOLE stipulates that apart from initial training, the admitted 

officers should undergo continuous training on human rights standards of policing.
846
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Additionally, LOLE stipulates that the police should be accountable to all established 

accountability agencies.
847

 As a means of accountability, LOLE  obligates the State to 

establish an operational reporting system.
848

The State is required to act on the reports and ensure 

the same are forwarded to the relevant authorities for review.
849

 Further, LOLE obligates law 

enforcement officials to undertake impartial investigations in cases involving the use of force.
850

  

At the regional level, the use of force is governed by the Banjul Charter. The Banjul Charter has 

similar provisions as LOLE on the use of force by the police. In fact, the ACHPR has urged its 

member states to ensure their legal framework on the use of force is consistent with the 

international standards.
851

  

At the national level, the study established that the Constitution gives general policing guidelines 

and guarantees key human rights which all state agents should respect and protect including the 

right to life and the right to liberty and security of the person.
852

 The study noted that the 

Constitution is supplemented by the provisions of policing statutes key among them the NPS Act 

which has direct provisions on the use of force by the police.
853

 The study further established that 

the NPS Act is supplemented by the NPSSOs which provide further operational details regarding 

the use of force. The NPS Act and the NPSSOs provide the principles on the use of force that is 

necessity, legality, precaution and proportionality.
854

 Additionally, the NPS Act creates 

accountability processes such as reporting, identification and warning requirements.
855

  

Chapter three of this study outlined the best practices for controlling the use of excessive force 

by the police. Firstly, community policing was discussed as a top strategy for reducing the use of 

excessive force.
856

 The study highlighted the major components of community policing which 
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are partnership between the public and the police, departmental restructuring that allows for 

implementation of community policing and problem solving techniques that address 

community’s problems.
857

 The study noted that a successful community policing program should 

realize improved social cohesion in the community.
858

 In this regard, the study concluded that the 

implementation of community policing improves police-community relationship therefore 

drastically reduces the need for use of force by the police.
859

  

Improving the welfare of the police especially the working and living conditions was also argued 

as a strategy for reducing the use of excessive force by the police.
860

 The study also presented a 

case for adoption of a continuum on the use of force setting out guidelines on a variety of choices 

available to the police when the need to use force arises.
861

 In this regard, the study identified the 

typical force options widely used by police departments: police presence, voice authority, police 

body control, less-lethal means and lethal means.
862

 

The study also made a case for effective training of the police on the use of force as an effective 

remedy in controlling the use of excessive force.
863

 The study established that well trained 

officers have little to no complaints against them on violation of legal structures on the use of 

force.
864

 

The study also identified internal and external accountability processes and structures in chapter 

three. The study noted that accountability is essential for preventing abuse in the use of force by 

the police and promoting openness in the execution of policing role.
865

 The study highlighted 

reporting, complaints system, investigations, body cameras and command responsibility as some 
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of the internal mechanisms and processes that police departments should adopt.
866

 In addition to 

internal accountability, the study made a case for police’ external accountability to the state 

through the executive, judiciary and parliament.
867

Additionally, the study also made a case for 

external accountability of the police to the public, independent bodies, regional and international 

bodies.
868

 

Chapter four discussed ways of eradicating the use of excessive force in Kenya. Firstly, the study 

argued that the NPS should start by changing the police culture through appropriate training and 

socialization of the police. The study particularly underscored the need to change the view of use 

of force in policing from normal to abnormal. Additionally, the study advocated for a change in 

policing style from aggressive to compassionate policing. The chapter further noted that apart 

from academic and physical fitness requirements, the NPSC should also consider integrity, 

criminal record and psychological fitness of the police applicants. Additionally, the chapter 

emphasized the need for effective and regular training of the police on the use of force. 

The chapter also made an argument for improvement of the living conditions and working 

environment of the police officers to enable them work with motivation.
869

  

Additionally, the chapter also argued for the improvement of police – public relationship as a 

way of eradicating the use of excessive force in Kenya. The study argued that a good public 

image of the police is vital for proper execution of the policing role.
870

 In this regard, the study 

established that the use of excessive force by the police is often linked to poor relationship 

between the police and the public.
871

 Accordingly, the study argued that the need for use of force 

by the police is drastically decreased in environments where the police and the public relate 

well.
872

 The study presented a case for the implementation of the “Nyumba kumi” initiative by 

the government as a way of improving the relationship between the police and the communities 
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they serve. The study identified some key challenges that threaten the implementation of the 

initiative. These include lack of trust between the police and the public,
873

 inadequate funds to 

fully implement the program
874

 and public misunderstanding of the concept of community 

policing.
875

 In this regard, the study advocated for an increase in the budget for community 

policing, public awareness of the initiative, adoption of clear procedures on the working of 

community policing and making the improvement of police – public relationship a top 

priority.
876

  

 

The study also established that scanty and incomplete data on instances of police’ use of force 

contributes to distrust of the police by the public.
877

 Accordingly, the study advocated for 

transparency and accountability in policing through establishment of a comprehensive national 

data base for all incidents of use of force by the police.
878

 The study argued that public data on 

all incidents of use of force by the police will to a large extent curb the increasing cases of use of 

excessive force by the police.  

 

Lastly, chapter four of the study made an argument for strengthening the existing legal and 

institutional framework on the use of force to help in reducing the excessive use of force by the 

police. Regarding the legal framework, the study recommended adoption of rules on the use of 

force as per the requirement of the Sixth Schedule of the NPS Act. As relates the use of firearms, 

the study proposed the adoption and implementation of regulations: that outline situations where 

firearms maybe used, provisions prohibiting unreasonable use of firearms, provisions on warning 

before firing, provisions controlling issuance and storage of firearms, provisions on training of 

police on use of firearms, provisions on firearms use’ testing and provisions on reporting 
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procedures.
879

 Additionally, the study made a case for amendment of the NPS Act and Public 

Order Act to provide that the use of lethal force should be only for purposes of protecting life.  

As regards strengthening of the institutional framework, the study proposed that reporting, 

identification and warning requirements within the internal accountability system should be 

made mandatory with hefty penalties upon default to improve compliance levels.  

The study established that the IAU is hindered in its internal investigative role by inadequate 

funding. In deed the study found out that inadequate funding has obstructed implementation of 

IAU mandate.
880

 The study therefore proposed an increased budgetary allocation to enable the 

IAU execute its mandate effectively.  

Further, the study established that IPOA has not been effective in investigating excessive use of 

force by the police because of majorly low budgetary allocation and non-cooperation by 

stakeholders especially the police.
881

 Indeed the study established that inadequate funding has 

crippled implementation of IPOA’s mandate.
882

 Accordingly, the study advocated for an 

increased budgetary allocation for IPOA to enable it carry out its duties effectively. 

 

Regarding non-cooperation by the police, the study advocated for adoption of regulations that 

penalize police’ non-cooperation with IPOA. Additionally, the study advocated for adoption by 

the NPSC of a policy statement requiring full cooperation with IPOA. Regarding non-

cooperation by witnesses, the study proposed increased budgetary allocation for the Witness 

Protection Agency as the study established that inadequate funding hinders its ability to protect 

witnesses.
883

 The study also made a case for amendment of the Witness Protection Act to include 

provisions on protection of witnesses during investigations to encourage witnesses who are not 

engaged in criminal proceedings to volunteer information to IPOA.  
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5.2 Conclusion 

The police play a crucial role in maintaining law and order which is vital for the existence of any 

given society.
884

 The use of force is undeniably essential for the achievement of policing aims.
885

 

In deed in cases involving the use of force by the police, Courts take full regard of the dangerous 

circumstances the police often find themselves in while executing their role.
886

 The Courts 

however insist that force must be used reasonably and proportionately.
887

 The use of 

unreasonable force / excessive force must be abolished by all legal means possible.
888

 This is 

because the impact of excessive use of force goes beyond the involved officer and the victim.
889

 

Excessive use of force jeopardizes the legitimacy of the policing institution and destroys the 

relationship between the police and the public.
890

 Police legitimacy is key in policing as the 

police rely heavily on public cooperation in the execution of their role.
891

 Addressing the police’ 

use of excessive force therefore serves the interest of both the police and the public.
892

  

Controlling the use of force by the police is one of the most notable challenges facing policing 

authorities globally.
893

 The correct policing approach involves striking the right balance in 

serving the interest of the nation, protecting the society and acting with high levels of 

professionalism and discipline.
894

 Achieving this critical balance is a daunting task as the police 

often encounter resistance from hostile and uncooperative civilians.
895

 Regardless of the policing 

situations, the police officers should find a way of carrying out their law enforcement role 

without jeopardizing their safety and the safety of third parties and the public at large.
896
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In carrying out police duty of crime detection and prevention, the police should always uphold 

human rights of all parties including suspects.
897

 Police accountability and oversight helps in 

building public trust in the police and induces the police to undertake policing action with 

discipline and professionalism while having regard to human rights.
898

 Effective accountability 

of policing action leads to a healthy relationship between the police and the public thereby 

contributing to overall safety of communities.
899

 

Policing is an up-hill task by its nature; however compliance with legal, professional and ethical 

standards must be pursued.
900

 The prevention of excessive use of force can be achieved if 

effective accountability strategies are maintained by the government.
901

 A deliberate step in 

implementing the best practices discussed in chapter three of this study and the specific 

proposals outlined in chapter four will lead to a significant drop in the number of cases involving 

the use of excessive force by the police in Kenya. This will create public trust in the police and 

ultimately the police will achieve civilian cooperation in combating crime thereby leading to safe 

communities.   

5.3 Recommendations  

This study proposes the following recommendations in a bid to curb the use of excessive force 

by the police in Kenya.  

5.3.1 To Government of Kenya 

a. Increase budgetary allocation for institutions and agencies tasked with exercising police 

oversight especially IPOA, IAU and Witness Protection Agency. 

b. Increase budgetary allocation for NPS to enable it fully implement community policing  

c. Increase budgetary allocation for NPSC to enable it improve the living and working 

conditions of the police and to conduct regular training of the police 
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5.3.2 To Parliament and the Office of the Attorney General  

a. Review provisions on use of firearms in the National Police Service Act and the Public 

Order Act and limit their use to protection of human life. 

b. Review provisions of the Witness Protection Act to include protection of witnesses 

during investigations as well. 

 

5.3.3    To the National Police Service   

a. In conjunction with the A.G’s office, establish regulations on the use of force and 

firearms as per the Sixth Schedule of the National Police Service Act 

b. In conjunction with the A.G’s office, establish procedures and regulations requiring 

mandatory compliance with reporting, identification and warning requirements on the 

use of force 

c. In conjunction with the A.G’s office, establish regulations requiring police’ 

mandatory cooperation with IPOA with specific penalties upon failure to honor 

IPOA’s summons for questioning and production of relevant documents 

d. Create awareness on community policing within the police institution and also within 

the communities 

e. Dedicate a reasonable budget for implementation of community policing programs 

f. Train and socialize new and serving police officers on the abnormality of use of force 

g. Raise awareness among the police on human rights standards   

h. Inculcate constitutional policing principles of integrity, professionalism, transparency, 

discipline, competence, accountability and respect for human rights and freedoms 

i. Establish a national data-base on incidents involving police’ use of force  

j. Review and update Service Standing Orders on purposes for use of firearms to align 

them with international standards. 

k. Establish a use of force continuum  

l. Finalize and implement the draft Police Code of Conduct 

m. Establish programs that bring the police and the communities they serve together to 

foster police-public relationship. 
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5.3.4 To the National Police Service Commission 

a. Update the police’ recruitment and screening criteria to include psychological fitness and 

integrity requirements. 

b. Conduct regular training of the police officers on the use of force and particularly de-

escalation techniques. 

c. Publicize the police training curricula for scrutiny  

d. Dedicate a reasonable police budget towards the improvement of police’ living and 

working conditions.  

e. Discipline offenders in a way that acts as a deterrence to potential offenders  

f. Procure appropriate protective equipment and clothing for the police to reduce the need 

to use force.  

 

5.3.5 To IPOA and IAU 

a. Solicit funds from donors to supplement government funds 

b. Ensure the capacity of staff is strengthened through regular training of staff 

c. Create public awareness about IPOA and IAU and the complaints procedure 

 

5.3.6 TO KNHCR and Human Rights NGOs 

a. Investigate and document the use of excessive force by the police and put IPOA and IAU 

to task over accountability for the police action 

b. Cooperate with IPOA and IAU to bring to book the culprits 

 

5.3.7 To the media 

a. Create public awareness about the existing complaints procedures on police use of 

excessive force 

b. Document and report incidents involving police’ use of excessive force by the police to 

enhance police accountability 
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